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THANK YOU ALL say Dorothy, Eddie, Donald Joe Violet
and Diane, a few of the children who are transported to

MRS. ANDERSON BRIDGES
mires the courage of the

and from Les Passes Treatment Center. Much of their
thanks is directed to the small
club of energetic women known

youngsters as they show off
their adeptness with the walk-

as J-U•G's. The J-U•G's have
adopted the children of the
center as a special project and
last year through public sup-

ing bar and bicycle. These are
e few of the things used to

Diane as she walks the hare
at Les Passas Treatment cen-

ter.

port of their annual charity
ball contributed $1.000 to the
center to help in transportation of the children.

exercise the limbs of the children.

Diane is very grateful to

.1-U-G's VISIT with their little
friends. Here %ith Eddie and
Diane, reading trom left, are

Miss Marie Bradford, Miss
Velma Lois Jones, Miss Erma
Lee Laws, Miss Gwendolyn

I MADE IT says Eddie as
turns on the training steps

Nash and Mrs. Sarah ('handler. Another member, Mrs, Modean Thompson, is not seen,

give one of his broad smiles.
Eddie will continue to "make

(.1% El, SHIFTED — As the
J•U•G's kick nil plans toward
another big charity ball Mrs.

The stztionwagon here is operated on funds from the
J-U -G's donation.

It" if you continue to support
the .1.1.1•G's, Inc., charity.

Horace L. (Sarah) Chandler
turns over her gavel and relinquishes her duties as presi-

dent to Miss Erma Lee Laws'
newly-elected top officer of the
Inc. (Reese Photos-)

Some300 GuestsAt Metropolitan Banquet
OnAnniversary OfRev.,Mrs.Owens,Church

SOCIETY
Merry
GaoRound

More than 300 guests were pres- Among the special guests at the Mrs. A. McEwen Williams of St. and Mrs. W. L. Varnado of Jackent at the beautiful banquet-dinner anniversary celebration were: Rev. John Baptist church, Rev, and son Avenue
Baptist church, Rev.
given by the members of Metroand Mrs. John Mickle of the Sec- Mrs. R. W. Norsworthy of-Mt. Mor- Owen'.s sister — Miss F. A Owen
politan Baptist church, Walker at
McDowell Avenues, Monday night, ond Congregational church, Rev. iah Baptist church, Presidents and of Nashville, Tenn., and his daughOct. 15, an event honoring a triple and Mrs. J. A. McDaniel of Bethel Mrs. H F. Price of LeMoyne ter-in-law and granddaughter —
The Leath Social Service club and regular meetings. Since their
celebration — the 60th Anniver- Presbyterian church, Rev, a n d college, Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Sugar- Mrs. S. A. Owen, jr., and Jacquesary of Metropolitan B a p t i s t
held its regular meeting at the last report, they have helped sevand 'non, sr., Mrs. B. G. Olive, Rev, line, also of Nashville.
residence of Mrs. Mary L. Tay- eral needy families and spon'sored
church, the 33rd pastorate year of
their minister, Rev. S. A. Owen,
1V.
lor, with the vice president, Mrs.
their annual picnic. During the
D. D., and the 40th Wedding AnniLelia McClellan presiding. The rethey held
versary of Rev. and Mrs. Owen.
cent party given by the club was month of September
at
the home
carnival
annual
members
their
success,
and
the
Beautiful floral decorations were
quite a
arranged under the supervision of
thank all their friends for mak- of Mr. and Mrs. Clardy Ferguson
which was quite successful.
Mrs. Flora G. Cochrane, providing
ing it the grand affair it was.
The Merry-Go-Round's whirl has ing the group were Mrs. Floyd a lovely setting for the momentous
Recent hostesses to the meeting
The next meeting will be held
been accompanied by the rustling Johnson, Miss Emma Crittenden occasion. Among the many floral
at 1423 Menager, with Mrs. Ar- of the club have been Mrs. E. J.
whirl of leaves descending to the and Prof. J. A. Hayes. It was gifts received by Rev. and Mrs.
lene Williams as hostess. Mrs. Friends, Mrs. Charles Gray, Mrs.
Mary I. Taylor, president and Ida Hardin, Mrs. 0. D. Hassell,
ground-mute reminders of the glo- reported that Mrs. Callie Earth- Owen were the array of red roses
from the women of the church .nd
Mrs. Agnes Jones and Mrs. BerMrs. Lucille Joyner, reporter.
ry that was Spring and Summer.
•••
tha Parker. Mrs. E. A. Sawyer,
Pungent smoke will fill the air man and Mrs. Mattie Smith were the bouquet of roses and chryThe Good Samaritan club is still j president, Mrs. A. C. Chism, refor weeks ahead. . .and in this on the sick list. The rest of the santhemums of Prof. B. T. Hunt,
carrying on its usual activities porter.
regard it will behoove folk to tol- afternoon meeting was spent en- pastor of Mississippi Boulevard
erate the leaves, rather than start joying the delicious refreshments Christian church. The flower gifts
were presented by Mrs. Gladys
the grass fires which plague our
served by the hostess committee. Webb.
Fire Department and tax it beThe next meeting of the Council PROGRAM
yond its physical means.
will be held the third Wednesday
John Whittaker served as masTHE SOCIAL AND CIVIC
in January. Mrs. Sara 0. Brown ter of ceremonies of program
ROUND-UP
is the president and Mrs. J. Ger- which featured solos by Mrs. W.
; The Little Club had a gay Sun- trude Johnson, the reporter.
P. Guy, jr.. Mrs. N. M. Watson
NEW YORK -- Berton Roueche, I The award, an engraved de:
••
day meeting last week at Toney's
and Mrs. Isabel King; the welwriter for the magazine. The New set, was presented to Mr. Rouec
with popular Juanita Lewis as the "Quiz 'Em On The Air" programs come address was by Mr. W. W.
Yorker,
received
an
award by Dr, /khan al. Butler presid
charming hostess. High point on got underway last Saturday when Ross, and the acceptance by Rev.
from the National Council on In- of the NCICC and professor
f
their agenda was the discussion of Douglas and Hamilton schools vied McKinnon of Chattanooga, w h o
fant and Child Care, Inc., for sig- pediatrics at Harvard University
plans for their annual formal to for honors over radio station along with four other Chattanoonificant cantriL:dtions ti education School of Medicine.
be held during the Christmas holi- WDIA. The project is promoted ga ministers motored to Memphis
in the field of infant and child
Also present at the ceremony in
days. Members Minnie Anderson, by this Week magazine, a national to attend the celebration in honor
care.
the Hotel Statler, New York, were:
Velma Burlison, Carlee Bodye, supplement which appears in one of their co-worker and friend, Rev.
The NCICC. composed of leading Dr. Hnry L. Barnett, professor
Bennie Fay Gardner, Velma of our local papers. WDIA is due Owen.
pediatricians
from 17 /iniversities of pediatrics, Albert Einstein colJohnson, Lorene McCollins, Clo- the credit for extending this proMrs. Mable Davis presented gifts
and children's centers, based toe lege of Medicine, secretary-treasteal Shackleford, Annie Jean Stein- gram devoted tothe progress of from the Woman of Metropolitan
award on an article published in urer of the NCICC; Dr. Mergerberg, Margaret Thompson a n d youth to the Negro public, and it church, and T. R. McLemore preMarch 193S dramatizing the dang- , et Lyman, educational director of
Sepia
radios
in
that
all
is
hoped
sented gifts from the men of the
Sally Thomas...along with guests
ers of aspirin poisoning for chil- the NCICC; Dr. Harold Jacobziner,
Zernia Peacock and Vaness Moore; Memphis will keep tudned to this church. Many gifts of ruby glassdren.
Ichief of the poison control
enjoyed the gay and relaxing Sun- program Saturday evenings from ware were given in honor of the ;
REV.
AND
MRS.
OWEN
HONMonday
night,
Oct.
15,
in
the
well-known
the
enI
couple.
Douglas
won
More
than
6:55.
6:30 to
Ruby anniversary of this revered
day evening fare.
ORED — Rev. and Mrs. S.
church's dining room — in honass
300 persons were present at
counter with Hamilton . . . and; couple.
valamong
Owen
are
shown
educational
or of the 60th Anniversary of
A.
of
the triple anniversary celebraproram
is
the
Expressions
of
given
gratitude
One of our newest clubs, The
the profusion of floral bouthe church, the 33rd annivertion, which brought five minGay Gals, held another of its ue to students everywhere and, by both Rev. and Mrs. Owen bequets that decorated the outsary of the pastorate of their
spoke their sincere joy, pride and
isters to Memphis for t h e
frequent meetings at Toney's Fri- adults as well.
•
*
*
Just one of the millions of happy, healthy
standing banquet - dinner
appreciation of their signal honor.
minister, Rev. S. A. Owen,
event, along with out-of-town
day week, with Gertrude Davis as
D. D., and the 40th (Ruby)
babies raised on Pet Evaporated Milk,
members of the Owen family.
hostess. Their forthcoming "Cock- Ernest Bell, jr., the y oung Mrs. Hollis F. Price gave the final , sponsored by the members of
Metropolitan Baptist church,
Wedding Anniversary of t h e
(Newson Photo
tails in China" party promises to nephew of Miss Mattie Bell was response for the occasion.
be one of November's bright, the honoree at a lovely birthday
spots. The Misses Joyce Broome, party at Miss Bell's residence on
Barbara Brown, Julia Doggett, Do- Boyd, Saturday, Oct. 13. Ernest's
retha Edwards, Eva Ka tie birthday was the following day...
Gaines, Betty Johnson, C 1 o ver the same day as President Eisenhower's. There was a large birthJean Somerville and Mrs. Em
0ogene Turner were on hand for day cake in the center of the table . _beautifully enscribed Hap-'
the party.
Zeta Phi Beta's presentation of Memphis Junior League.
Mrs . Carlotta Stewart, general i chairman, urges the general pubIn connection with the year's PY Birthday, Ernest"—and eleven
program of "Education," the me. candles to account for his age. iniernationally famous "Holiday on FIRST NIGHTERS
chairman, states that attendance lic to be "first nighters" at this ,
phis chapter of the National Coun. The sun parlor of the Bell home ,Ice" will be a 'first" for !stem- Scholarships amounting to hun- is encouraged not only for the con- •Zeta "first."
cil of Negro Women met la s t was the scene of the attractive ;phis' colored populace. The oppor- dreds of dollars are given
annual- tinued success of these Alpha Eta
was tunity awaits the Tri-State area to ,
Miss Gloria Callian. Basileus,
Thursday at the YWCA to hear birthday table, from which
ly to deserving high school graau- 'Zeta chapter projects, but to de- and all the members, solicit the
hot
dogs,
assorted
ice
the
Sorority's
served
aid
the
Eyeglass
a
n
d
Mrs. Frances Coe, recently electdelight Scholarship Projects by attending ates. Many of these enabled to velop an interest in witnessing cooperation of all who have been
ed Board of Education member, creams and candies that
children.
Games,
this benefit presentation on Sun- , complete their college educations events of such cultural nature as so generous in their patronage of
hearts
of
all
the
discuss the functions, salaries, dutprovided out- day, March 10, at Ellis auditorium are making outstanding contribu- this spectacular production.
Zeta sponsored events through the
ies and typical problems confront- both indoor and out
exuberant spirits pres- at g p.m.
'lions to the
Mrs. B. A. E. Callaway publicity .years.
ing our City Board of Education. let for the
were: Betty
Much interest in seeing this long
The informative meeting shed ent. Ernest's guests
Foote, Phyllis Bell, desired production is developing
Louise
Foote,
herculean
task
the
much light on
Bell, Sheila Earnes- week by week. The sorors are busithat confronts our Board, and the Herbert Lee
Bell, Linda Eloise Bell, Pris- ly engaged in reserving tickets for
question and answer period of the tine
Nellul, James Armstrong, Gil- hundreds intent on witnessing
meeting gave the more than 40 cilia
Phyllis Holt and Steve this spectacular event.
members present an appreciation da Lee,
Proud mammas present were Zeta Phi Beta has made an outHolt.
RICHARD P. GRANBERRY — 8 Months
of
the
Board.
of the work
Mesdames L. R. Taylor, Minnie standing contribution to the corn• a•
Son
of
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Granberry — 2797 Hale Ave.
Lincoln, Anna Belle Alleyne, Ma- munity through its Eyeglass proNational Red Cross headquarters
ne Adams and the hostess, Miss ject. It holds membership in the
Another winner of the official "Pet Milk Baby •
on Madison Avenue was the scene
Memphis-Shelby County Council of
Mettle Bell.
the
Certificate! The proud parents will receive
Week"
of the meeting of Junior Red Cross
• ••
Social Agencies because of th is
worth of groceries from their favorite grocer.
$10
Teacher - Sponsors of our schools
On Wednesday, Oct. 24 to 8:1 charitable project. Eyeglasses and
last Friday, when Mr. Blair, the p.m., in Bruce Hall,
LeMoyne col- treatment are provided indigent
National Chairman of Junior Red
lege presented the first program children of Memphis and Shelby
on Pet Evaporated Milk than on any
Cross spoke on the world wide inof the year's cultural series, The County through the services of the
fluence of the program in foreign
Fine
Arts
Quartet.
It
was
a
wellnations. He pointed up the contritrained, seasoned quartet which
ENTER YOUR BABY TODAY I
butions of the Children's Service has
played at the Berkshire MuIf your baby has been fed Pet Evaporat•d MA, and is
Fund in bringing the services of
I.,, than 3 year; of age, 0111 in this coupon and send to.
sic Festival, leading cities in
Jr. Red Cross to children around America and now has a v.eekly
PET MILK COMPANY, 1590 Arcade Bldg., St. Louis 1, AO.
the world. The Gray Ladies of Kenradio program in Chicago area. ;
hospital
charge
were
in
of
nedy
The program provided a unique
the frappe served.
opportunity for our community to
The Y. M. and W. club heard
.4
gay, hear string quartet music.
committee
reports in the meeting
enjoyed
a
Debonnaires
The
The second of the series of Le-;
fun•filled party when Mrs. A. W.
8
at the residence of
held
Oct.
Moyne concerts will be the Jan.
Willis, Jr., entertained at her
Hunter,
of 393 Walk-'
.
Mrs.
Alva
14
appearance
famed
Mattiwil
of
home at 881 Mississippi on Oct.
er.
Mrs.
Mattie
Taylor.
vice presda
Dobbs.
the
young
Negro
soAK Oder*s becewee the property of P•1 Milk Co., wftemo eftek• for his
13. Cocktails, tasty hors d'oeuvres
prano who will make her debut ident, presided.
the Hotel Orleans. Sorors seatZETA PROJECT LEADERS—
award will be final.
Mrs. Bernice A. E. Callaway,
and a wonderful barbecue dinner
MT
with the Metropolitan Opera Asso- Anoher session
ed left to right are: Miss Ma'
L—
Members of the general compublicity chairman, and Mrs.
was hcld Oct.
• provided contented hearts. . .and
ciation in November. General adbel Hudson, Mrs, Lucille R.
mittee of the internationally
Carlotta Stewart, general
stomachs. Guests of the DebonLOOK FOR THE "PET MILK BABY OF THE WEEK" •
mission tickets for the se rie s, 21. with Mrs. Jannie Barnes. of
Woods, Mrs. Floesta Fleming,
famous "Holiday on Ice" preschairman. (Withers photo)
naires were Mrs. H. P. Lockard,
IN THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER—EVERY WEEK.
r
728
St.
Paul.
y's
,"scheduled
Mrs. Mildred P. Horne; Standentation of Zeta Phi Be t a
Mrs. A. R. Flowers, Mrs. Russell:, April Gth, were
priced at $3.25.
president,'
Mrs.
Allura
S.
Lee
is
ing are: Miss Gloria Callan,
Sorority met during the OctoSugarmon, jr., Mrs. Birdell Jack-, Tickets if
purchased separately for Mrs. Mary Gray, reporter.
Basileus, Mrs. Bertha P. Ray,
ber meeting of the sorority at
son, jr, and Mrs. 'asco Smith. each of the three performances ---_
—
_
Club prizes were won by Miss Ce- would
be $t00, 32.00 and 91.00.
celia Willis and Mrs. Martha Gal- Thus, you save .75 by purchasing
loway. Guest honors went to Mrs. a series ticket. Reserved seats for
Vasco Smith and Mrs. A. R. Flow- the series were $4.75. If purchased

Marjorie I. Ulen

ay n Ice For N g

More of America's happy, healthy babies ars raised
other brand

Y M & W Club
Holds Meet

formance would be $1.30, $2.50 and
Mrs. C. C. Sawyer was the hos- $1.50. Again a saving of .75. It is
less for the Quettes, the Omega hoped that many of you took ad Psi Phi's ladies auxiliary group, vantage of the saving, since no
last Saturday. . .also at Toney's series tickets will be sold after
Saturday. . .and naturally, they October 20.
were deep in plans for this Sunday's annual Omega Achievement CHIT CHAT
The Kappa Karnival is Friday
Week program to be held at Bruce
Hall. . .when another outstanding, night. . .and another fun-filled
citizen in our midst will receive, evening is in store for all those
the citation of the group. Mr. E. who have purchased tickets to as
Frederic Morrow, Aide to Presi-i sist Kappa Alpha Psi in promoting
dent Eisenhower, will be the guest the many cultural and civic prospeaker. . .and Memphis can be grams it sponsors for the good of
sure it will receive a timely mes- our community.
Circle Nov. 2 on your calendar
sage and an afternoon heightened
with the cultural contributions of as the night of the Memphis Pan
this fraternal group, S at u r d ay Hellenic Council's Harvest Dance
night will find Memphis Omegas at Clue Ebony. John Parker ic
and the Quettes entertaining at a dolorv a terrific' lob of leading the
Cocktail party in honor of Mr. destiny of thr group . . and we'll
Morrow. . .and it serves, also, as chow nor annreciation by hackthe forerunner of a quickening of . ine this affa;* of the Council "
our social pace hereabouts. But'
,niece heard about or seen the
back to the Quettes: Mesdames trar,,epf ATnnn Rail held annuallGarmer Currie, James Jones, John
New va.-1, "On know that it ;Olive, Willard Bell, A. D. miller, P 1nvelv affair. . .and the oppor
Luke Weathers, Peter Jones, E. fonity
rlanro Inverc to rlicealt•
Frank White, Clarence Pope, Han- thoir at-saity, mainly and terpsichorry Cash, I. A. Watson. E. F. Na- ass art'
csssuiss nf
hors, H. H. Johnson, Longino
and risneing.
Cooke, James Herndon. V a s co .us n"'
ndd tho the
Smith, Lawrence Westley and John as a nal a
,Aearlemv of
Parker were present at the party nsnss A ri s bpc nntnrnri ite cpcflne
which was setting the stage for, ',es,- r‘f ,hr snlehin,; of classiest
the much anticipated Achieve- Rolm fn soolrnis from six unment program and party.
NV,
;c ;ovited to
4
, 1,
send their children to this school,
The Retired Teachers Council of +slight
nrofessional halloo TresMemphis City Schools met Wed-, ters. The class meets on Saturday
nesday. Oct. 16 from 1 to 4 p.m., mornine at 10 a.m., at the Lest the YWCA A very impressive Ntovne Gardenc Auditorium. in the;
program was rendered in mem- kri.sosisl eRtim, ctodins st as stril.
ory of two recently deceased mem- iiam. yeelie This Ii the same
hers. Mrs Sarah White and Mrs. school that ,v-s held at LeMoyne
Elvira Irving. New members join- . college last year.

Something New and Sensational in
.CHRISTMAS CARDS.

The FASTEST GROWING LINE Of
NEGRO GREETING CARDS
NEVER BEFORE OFFERED
New 1956 Line of Colored Exclusive

GREETING CARDS

.

20 for $1.80

with your name...Send 10c for free samples

FASHION GREETING... Post Office
Box 5512, Chicago 80, Illinois
We carry a full line of ALL-OCCASION CARDS...
Birthday - Anniversary - Get Well - Wedding
Babv, etc.

Costume-making shoe arid bat}

in elegant Flornnfitte fabric ... styled
wiiii fpci
Pal;zzio artistry, in black, town bows*" 011
,

or steel grey...

iewelad chdck-.1211,14.1
—-
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0/7iegaS Organize

Wives Into Quettes
By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke
As we approach the end of Oc-1 strength against
Rust college last
tober we think of Halloween or week end,
beating them 32 to 7.
All Hallows' Eve. Children usual- This gives them
a record of two
ly look forward to this time when wins and two
losses.
they get a chance to play trick or
•••
treat. The custom comes from the
Merry
High
is fast heading for
Druids, an early people in Britain,
because they believed that ghosts, a perfect season. Victory came
THE MEMPHIS CHAPTER of
picture were, from left to
H. A. Gilliam, B. G. Olive, jr.,
spirits, faries, witches and elves again last week when they beat
the Quette Club — Members
Sumner High in Cairo, Ill., 56-0
right:
Mesdames I. s. atson,
Garmer
Carrie, Lawrence
come out to harm people. They
present who sat for the above
That gives them a record of five
jr.,
Bell, John .X. Olke,
I% estley, John Parker, A. D.
build large bonfires to scare such
straight wins.
creatures away.
Keep in mind their homecoming
In early times in the United
States Halloween also was a time date, Nov. 8, when the Green
of playing harmless pranks But Hornets meet Easom High of CoIn recent years. many of the rinth, Miss. You will be hearing
pranks that boys and girls play more about it.
are not so harmless. Since the FIVE STAR WIVES ENTERTA
IN
day is still celebrated, it is left
Recently in the very comfort.
up to the adults in various corn- able and
attractive home of the
rnunities to see that their chil- Robert
S. Lyons on N. Royal st.,
dren participate in wholesome fun members
of the Five Star club
so that no damage will be done. were
elaborately entertained by
The community in which you live their
wives. The evening was
Is llepending on the parents. I am
centered around enjoying barbesure they won't be let doss fl.
cued chicken halves and all the
••
trimmings. After the delightful
This week end Lane collage will
meal, guests found tables and conbe in the midst of celebrating the.
tinued
the evening with games and
biggest homecoming ever. 0 n e
reason is in its seventy-fifth ,an- much chatter. Club members are
niversary year. Classes of '06, 16. Sidney Perry, Gene Reid, Thom'26, '96, '46 and '56 are expected as Howard, Paul Martin and Robto be on hand for a big reunion, ert S. Lyons. The better-halves of
The Lane Dragons meet Miles these fine gentlemen were recipcollege from Birmingham. .‘la. ients of this lovely affair with the
Lane was last beaten by a couple exception of Mrs. Frances Reid,
of touchdowns last year when who was out of the city. She was
the Dragons played in Birming- indeed missed. The Lyons are notham for Miles' homecoming. They ed for being the perfect host
were celebrating their 50th anni- and hostess.
The Jackson Pan-Hellenic Courtversary. Let's hope the tide will
turn this year and Lane will come cil held its first meeting of the
year in the reception etion‘of the
out on top.
Everyone is anxiously looking I. B. Tigrett Science Hall on last
forward to seeing who will be Miss Tuesday evening. Representatives
Dragon. She will be crowned at from the Greek letter organizathe half time ceremonies. There tions included Mrs. L. Sects
will be pre-game ceremonies too, Avant. Mrs. Cleo Saunders-Boyd
so make it a point to be earls'. and Mrs. Mildred Harris of SigThe kick-off is at 2 p.m. at Roth- ma Gamma Rho sorority, Miss
Juanita Peeples, Mrs. Carrie Sects
rock stadium.
The Dragons showed t h cir and Miss Jessie L. Brooks of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority, S. H.
Bronaugh and J. F. Hughes of
Omega Psi Phi fraternity, R. L.
Gibbs of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, W. Jackson and J. H. Parrish!
of Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity,
Mrs. Bertha Hill Collins and your
scribe representing Delta Sigma
Theta sorority.
The meeting was conducted by
William Jackson, president of the
Council and from all appearances
all organizations are getting off to
CLINTON, Tenn. — This shrine
an exceptionally good start this
TENNESSEE STATE's ROY.
from left are Misses Jacqueof racial segregation became a ralstudent organizations paid triyear.
line Coke, of Birmingham,
ALTY — "Miss Tennessee
lying point last week for hundreds
bute to Miss Booth as she was
Guests over the week end of Mr.
Josie Baldridge, of Memof hooded Ku Klux Klan members and Mrs.
crowned amid trumpets and
John Frank Buchaniaan, State" (Miss Mary Jean Booth,
phis; Marian Lucille Watson,
who came here to burn crosses of 213
shouts of "Hail to the Queen."
Islin st., were Mr. and Mrs. of Houston, Texas) poses with
Halls, Tenn., and Joyce Mccoronation ball folloued.
and denounce integration.
A
Elijah Hayes, of Nashville, Tenn.
her attendants. Attendants,
Anulty, of Memphis. Sixty-six
(Clanton III Photo)
Converging on Clinton in 125 au- Mr. Buchannan, a cousin of
Mrs.
tomobiles, the Klansmen paraded, Hayes, resided in their
home in
chased newsmen, held meetings Nashville when he attend
ed Tenn.
and burned four crosses, symbol A&I State university.
The Hayes
of the hate group.
enjoyed being in Jackson very
The group protested against in- much and especially the worship
tegration at the Clinton high school services at Berean Baptist church.
0under federal court order, and at_ BEAUTICIANS /MEND
tacked Gov. Clement's action in
A large group of the members In an all out effort to curb ju- who is known by her many radio
calling out the national guard to of t h e Jackson Cosmetology venile delinquency and to provide fans as 'Date With Ruble," that
PHILADELPHIA — (ANP) — A
stop riots over integration.
er have recently returned wholesome teen-age entertainment this Teen-Age Hop will be one of Baptist minister resigned his pasAnother Klan demonstration to
city from Dyersburg, Tenn., Mrs. Ruble Stein Hudson is start- the biggest and best weekly af- torate here last week after his
took place in Whistler, Ala., where attending the 15th annual session ing "Teen-Age Nite" at the Fla- fairs for the Teen-Age group.
congregation turned down his remore than 100 members, wearing of the Tennessee Beauticians As- mingo Room. A 'Teen-Age Hop" If you are between the ages of quest to admit Negroes to memrobes and hoods, but no masks, sociation, Inc. Practically all of will be held Monday night, Oct. 13 and 20 (grown-ups can come bership.
invaded Culvert Street Baptist the chapter was present for the 29, and will continue each Mon- too) be sure to meet at the Fla- , The Rev. David E. Gregory, 40,
mingo Room ... 7 p.m., Monday pastor of New Berean Baptist
church.
mass meeting which was held day night thereafter.
The Klansmen, marching silently Sunday. Elected delegates to the Many grown-ups will remember night, Oct. 2 • . and each Mon- church, read a letter of resignato the tune of "Onward, Christian session from the Jackson chapter The Matinee" that was given each day night for the very best in fun tion at last Sunday's regular servSoldiers," paraded to the altar, de- were Mrs. Lillie B. Cole, local week at the Improvement club sev- and dancing. The first dance will ice, after losing out in what was
posited contributions, then left.
president, Mrs. Maggie Massey eral years ago, and all the fun be a Pre-Halloween Hop and described by a pro-segregationist
member as a "family quarrel.and Mrs. Florine Cunningham; al- the youngsters enjoyed then. The masks may be worn.
though many others remain- Teen-Age hop is planned in somewhat the same way, with promise
ed throughout the three day meet.
of more fun. Instead of a jukeMrs. Josephine Cunningham reprebox, the 'Hop" will feature a big
sented Beta Delta chapter of Al- live
band. Bob (Honeymoon) Garpha Chi Pi Omega of Jackson. ner, his organ and
band, will furnElection of officers was held on ish the music. Harold
Conner,
the closing date and the Jack- popular song stylist and recording
son Chapter was very proud to artist will be the featured vocalist.
share in the honors. Mrs. Etta All teen-agers will be admitted at
Brown was elected as State presi: half price, 50 cents weekly. Dancdent, Mrs. F. E. Cunningham as ing will start at 7 p. m. and conMONTGOMERY, Ala. — (INS) recording secretary and Mrs. L. tinue until 11 p. m.
s— Alabama's Selective Service B. Cole as custodian. Those at- Teenagers will not be served inCommission is filling its draft quo- tending report that the host chap- toxicating beverages — but may
ta for November without the help ter is to be commended for the purchase soft drinks and other revery fine entertainment.
of three county draft boards.
freshments at the refreshment
bar. There will be loads of clean,
Autauga, Barbour and Bullock LOOKING FORWAARD
West Tennessee Educational supervised.. fun... All . youngcounties, who had rebelled against
the selective service headquarters' Congress, Nov. 15 through 17, on sters from all sections of the city
and from all schools are invited
deferment for Fred Gray, a Mont- the campus of Lane college.
American Education Week, cele- to join in the fun.
gomery Negro minister, were not
requested to furnish a single draft- brated from Nov. 11 through 17. GROWN-UPS, TOO
The Annual Charm and Person- It is the hope of Mrs. Hudson,
cc.
"If they say they're not going ality Clinic on the campus of Lane
Malta, British base in the Medito send in any draftees as a part college, Nov. 29-30.
of their protest, why send them
Keep these dates in mind. You terranean, is about 95 square miles
a quota?" selective service direct- will be hearing more about them. in area.
or James E. Jones said last week.
NO ACTION
He said he hadn't planned any
Immediate action against the protesting trio, because he didn't believe the revolt t o be serious
enough.
"The only thing that I'm really
As inviting and invigorating as a spin
iroacerned about," he said, "is that
the men at these draft boards are
in your new sports car ... yet as familiar and
good men and we would hate to
dependable as the family jalopy: that's the
lose them, but the issue is between
the boards and Washington."
enjoyment you get from every sparkling bottle
, The three boards had previously
of bright and bracing Coca-Cola.
demanded a Congressional investigation of the National Selective
The modern family is a group
Service system, contending that
of go-getters. Wherever
national director Lewis B. Hershey
DRINK
bad intervened on behalf of Gray.
you go,get refreshing
They said that Gray, who acted
Coca-Cola.,, America's
as an attorney in prosecuting a
Full line of prescription and sundry items, greeting
suit attacking Alabama segregafavorite soft drink.
cards,
tobaccos, costume jewelry. Prescriptions
tion laws, had therefore relinquishpicked
and
delivered
up
.
FREE
delivery,
no limited his draft status as a minister.
ed amount.
I Members of the Bullock County board had resigned their posts,
Vie Come. avow
Wm. Pippin, druggist
BOTTLED UNDER AU7H9RaT OF IHF COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANT
while the other two draft boards
Sr
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS, TENN.
refused to draft anybody until the
Gray case was altered to their sat'Coke" h ropistored frock-6,0,k.
WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE
1956, THE COCA-COLA COMPANY
isfaction.

Klan Holds
Mass Rally
In Clinton

T
een-Age Nite Dated
F1 Flamingo Room

Skip Ala.,
Boards Fill
Draft Quota

Family Favorite
sot ...on the go!

JERRY'S SUNDRY
Drugs Sundries Cosmetics
Notions

554 SCOTT

PH. 4-9463

COMO DRUG STORE

iJ

Pastor Quits
!n Mixing Row

1014 Mississippi Blvd.

Ph. WH. 2-1721

Miller, Peter Jones. O'Ferrell
1. Nelson and James Jones.
Hooks Photo.

The Memphis Quettes. a local
organization composed of the
wives of Omega men, are taking as their first major project the
handling of the social side of the
local Omega fraternity's Achie‘ement Week festivities.
The lasst activity will be an informirfteeption on Saturday night
October 27. honoring the speaker
for the Achievement Award program and the panel of judges who
selected the recipient. The second activity willl be a formal reception to he held on Sunday after-

noon, immediately following the
award program.
Committees for the various ac
tivities were named by the club
president, Mrs. Lawrence (Erness)
Westley, at the regular meeting
held Saturday, Oct. 20, Mrs, C. C.
Helen) Sawyer was hostess for
the meeting.
Achievement week activis are
the first in a varied series of
events being planned by t h e
Quett.s.

Women As Volunteers Stressed
At B &P W Convention In New York
NEW YORK CITY — The National Business and Professional
Women's Clubs. Inc., with Mrs.
Marie L. Harrison, president, closed a most successful and inspirational three-day convention here
Saturday, Oct. 13, 1956, at Hotel
New Yorker.
Workshops, Lectures. Discussions and Demonstrations left on
)S5
the minds of all in attendance the ,
following phrases: "Business as a
Courteous and Efficient Service,"
-The Call to B & P Women for
With LEODA GAMMON
•r Service," "Poise. Personaiity, Prayer and Prog r e ss
Make for Good Business." "WomCool. Fall evenings will find up with the tangy flavor of pineen United for Better Housing." and most families welcoming a meal apple for a dessert as good to
"Supervised Activities and Guid- that features a savory meat loaf. eat as it is to look at. Then, too
ance help prevent Juvenile DelinIts chief ingredient — ground for conveniences sake this dessert
quency."
beef — is plentiful and one of the can be prepared hours ahead of
Hulan Jack, borough presid‘mt of most economical meat buys this dinner time. Also, it's very ecoManhattan, was present at the Fall, according to the USDA.
nomical as rice supplies are plentiluncheon with greetings from his
Ground beef. USDA adds, is a ful.
office. Tele",rams were read by "good mixer." It goes further and
A recipe from the USDA for
Mrs. 011ie Porter, national con- the texture of the cooked pro- six serving of this dessert calls for
vention chairman; Mayor Wagner duct — such as a meat loaf is the following:
of New York City, and also from often better when the meat is comheavy cream
Gov. A. Harriman of New York bined with milk and bread or 1r cup
sugar
cup
,
a
State. Mrs. Helen Coins of Phila- onions, and parsley are frequentdiced fresh or canned
cup
1
delphia, in charge of the Youth ly used.
pineapple, well drained
Activities, presented the winner of TASTY MEAT LOAF
cup cold, cooked white rice
1%
"Miss B & P of 1956," who was
For making a tasty meat loaf. ts teaspoon vanilla
Miss New Yorker, Miss Viola DickUSDA suggests the following inWhip the cream until stiff. Then
ens. Mrs. Harrison, the national
gredients: 2 pounds ground raw
president, crowned the winner.
combine
with the pineapple, sugar,
lean meat: 1-4 pound suet or
Gold-plated trophies were presentmild salt pork: 2 or 3 stalks cel- rice and vanilla. Chill thoroughed by Moss Kendrix to the winery, chopped: sprig of parsley. ly before serving.
ner and her two runner-ups: Miss
cut fine: 1 small onion shopped:
For variety in this dessert, other
Philadelphia, and Miss New Jer4 tablespoons flour: 1'2 cups milk:
sey.
fruits
drained from their juices
t cup soft bread crumbs: 1 teaEach contestant also received spoon salt: dash of pepper.
I may also he used.
a token in appreciation of her efFor a meat select one kind of
forts which made possible the $500 meat or a mixture
of two or more
WE GIVE "TOPNOTCH"
scholarship. It was presented to 17 kinds. Cut the suet or salt pork
VALUE FOR TRADE-INS
year old Miss Gwyneth McMillan, into small pieces
and fry until
a freshman at Hunter college with
crisp. Cook the celery, parsley and '5; Oils. like new
.. SIBS 00
a High School average of 95 plus. onion in the
$785.00
fat for a few min- '53 Chevrolet, 2 tone
, Special honors were paid to the utes. Stir in the flour and gradu- '53 Plymouth. Cranbrook .....• 5511‘.00
$545.00
national President, Mrs. Marie ally add the milk, stirring con- '53 Ford, Red Cr White
Chevrolet. 2 tone Sloe,.
$64500
L. Harrison of East Orange, N. J.; stantly and cooking until thicken- '52
'52 °templet, 4 dr. 2 form new $645.00
Mrs. 011ie Porter, National Con- ed. Combine all the ingredients '52 Kaiser
$4115.80
vention chairman; Mrs. Ida B. and mix well with your hands. '52 ford. 4 Jose, blue ..... . .$545.00
King, luncheon chairmen; Mrs. the mixture will be sticky.
'52 Pontiac ..........4 dose. .$545.00
5595.00
Florence B. Allen Holmes. presiThe two ways to bake a meat 'St Chrysler, 4 door ......
$445 00
dent of the New York club; and loaf are: (1) mold the loaf on '51 Mercury, 2 door
$545.00
*51 Buick, 4 door
the Club-Hostesses for the conven- a tough piece of paper with the '50 Olds, Black . ....•
••••• 539S OD.
tion.
hands. Place the meat and paper 'SO M etc ry, Convertiblo
S725.00
Mrs. Ruth Handy and Dr. Uvee on a rack in an uncovered shal- '50 Mercury
52" no
5795.00
M. Aubourin, co-chairmen of the low roasting pan and bake in a .50 Nash
$345.00
national convention; and Mrs. Eu- moderate oven (350 degrees): but 'SO CI•evrolet
$250 00
toe
'53 Ford. 6 cyl
reka B. Whord, National chairman do not add water.(2) Another way
$95.00
.
'48 Chevrolet
of Awards and Scholarships.
is to pack the mixture into a
$150.00
'47 Chevrolet Panel Tula
National Awards for meritorious greased pan and hake like a loaf
$125.00
46 Mercury, 4 door
service were given to Mrs. Flor- of bread, in a moderately hot oven '30 Ford Coupe — Motor wreath
more than selling value.... . 5275.00
ence Madison Hill of Philadelphia (350-400 degrees.) Either way, bake '46 Dadop
$34500
I', tor. Good
for her work as Good Will Am- a meat loaf made with the forebassaor; Mrs. Alberta T. Kline of going ingredients.
New York City for her work and
If you are having difficulty with
service as a humanitarian; and dessert ideas, try this:
953 SO. THIRD ST.
to Miss Eunice Woods of Colum- RICE-PINEAPPLE
Ph. WH. 6-8161
bus, Ohio, for her work among TASTY DESSERTS
Memphis, Tenn.
youth.
The mild flavor of rice teams

THE

WAY

BUNKLEY MOTORS

KOOldit T. 11 %SHIM:TON,
18.56- 19.56

/001h 1,17V/1 ER.S.-1/e
CELEBRATIO.V

?•clot ?grilled ia 4metica#14 oj 411
Race4 awit needs
Ours is a land where freedom of thought and expression ass parts of our ennetinstional
hexitage-. Whether we agree or disagree with oar fellow Americans doesn't matter. This is
what democracy Mean& When disagreement, however, leads to hate, ill-w21 or violence al
sufficient magnitude to militate against the well-being of our land at home and abroad, it
a matter of serious thought for every Arnerican—regardlesa of his race or creed.
The recent rulings of tlw Supreme Court on segregation based on race has in some
areas given rise to racial tensions of sach serious import that national unity is far from
what it should be. Because of these tensions the Booker T. Washington Centennial Commission has dedicated its year long program, which pays tribute to the ooehandreth
veraery of the birth of Booker T. Washington, to a "GOODWILL BIJILIIING CRUSADE."
The Booker T. Washington Centennial Commission believes that this grave controverwr
cannot be settled by HATE and VIOLENCE. It knows this, first, because of Divine teaching and second, from the precedent establisfwd by America's greateva Apostle of interracial
goodwill, Booker T. Washington. He tame upon the American scene at a time when our
land was tom with group tensions even as it is today; a time when it was far easier to
think in terms of hate and destruction than it was to ;mach a gospel of Goodwill and
progress. He chose the hard way—the way of compromise, of give and take, of friendship
and eooperation, and so admirably did he succeed that in spite of his Nimble origin his
name is linked with those great Americans who make up the nation's Hall of Fame.
We stand on the brink of a precipice of world disorder and indecision. We need
national teem work to bold our own in these times. National unity
is the core of national defense. Disaster cannot shake or danger
weaken the spirit of a united people. We appeal to yoa—tha eitiaens
of ear nation—White, Black, Yellow and Brown—to help build
goodwill in your community. Our National welfare depends—not
wpm whether we are North, South, East or Weet—bet rather mann
whether envoy man of us boa dam his port in beeping In make of
as an invinaile nation.
BOOKER T. WASHINGTON CENTENNIAL-03111‘111SSION
Sower J. PIPELLIPS, Paesidert

SIDNEY J. PIIIILLSPS
rrevierof

FREE
Per • &ailed rima•
topics of
"Gess of Windom"
Washington's moat
famous cmotations —
sours FREE.

YOU TOO CAM HELP CELEBRATE!
Harry! host a fear kit
CARVER—WASHINGTON 11
00
.
COMMEMORATIVE COINS
allswas
A,
Ww
m24.0.
7"UP FROM SLAVERY"
Poeket .is.

SOe

ORDER TODAY
BOOKER T. WASHINGTON CENTENNIAL COMMts s•
'
BOOKER WASHINGTON BIRTHPLACE. lime
Sidney J. Phillips. Presideni

•
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Veterans' Benefits, Inc.
NEWS

By DABONY BAILEY
The senior class of Booker T. ,
Washington held it's electionefor ofA million soldiers is a personal the three years Associate Judge
ficers of the senior class last
guess of the multitude of young Advocate school and is currently
week in different sections of the
men and women who served their taking the Advance Staff Judge
school. The elected officers went
country at home and on the bat- Advocate Course at Army Reserve
somewhat like this. fhe senicrs
the field during the 1st World Headquarters here in Memphis.
wanted for their president Willie
War, and during the massacre in He was recently admitted to the
Cooper, vice president, Dallestine
Watkins, assistant secretary, NorKorea.
United States Military Court of Ap.
ma Mims; corresponding secreWe are inclined sometimes to I peals, highest Military Court in
tary, Josephine Isabelle; Chapforget these wars, but in the lan- our American Judicial System. lie
engine and a revolutionary
THE 1957 PLYMOUTH Belve30, Plymouth President J. P.
lain. Joseph Jackson; treasurer, I
By TOMMY PARKER
guage
of Frederick Douglass. we is an outstanding civic and reliTorsion
new
Aire
ride.
The
Mansfield
has
announced.
dere convertible (above) has
Martin Suggs; business manager.
ask, "If we are to forget a war gious, leader and as a lawyer
1957 Plymouth will be displayThey
may
be
seen
in
Miss Ida Marie Gammon won;Thornton, Le Hi Community and Roy ShOtwell, reporter not decidMema low silhouette, long wheelthat filled the land with widows specializes in Corporation and Civs
ed by dealers throughout the
phis Automobile Sales Co.. and
top prize at the Fat Barrow McNeil 4-H club won first place. ed; sgt.-at-arms, Sidney Howard.
base, more powerful Fury 301
' and orphans, made stumps of men il Rights practices.
Clothing
the
and
Family
nation beginning Tuesday, Oct.
4-H
Hampshire
other
Show. She showed a
Plymouth
dealers.
The student council election was
l in the very flower of their youth,
It shall be the purpose of this
Barrow, which weighed 186 pounds'Sweep Stake Award in the sate held last Tuesday. The results will
Arkansas.
from
girls
over
division
pound,
sent them on the journey of life Columnist to bring to the public
a
cents
25
sold
for
and
be
week.
next
written
legless, armless, maimed and mu- weekly the activities of Veterans
which brought $46.50 plus $25.00 Mississippi, and Tennessee. Miss HAMILTON DO*NS
Annie Thornton. Lee Hi Commutilated, if we are to forget such Benefit. Inc.. the organization of
prize money.
WASHINGTON, 3.-0
a war I ask in the name of all which Atty. Estes is both founder
Nine 4-H Club girls from Crit- nity, won third place on 9-H Me- The Hamilton Wildcats downed
tenden county took an active nue Canning exhibit.
things sacred, "what sha41 men and president.
the Washington Warriors 32-0 last
part in the Tri-State Fair ac- Mrs. Rebecca Legvison of 308 S. Friday night at Washington staremember."
Next
Benefit,Week: Purposes of Veter•
I a ns
tivities. Miss Dorothy Thornton 11% at., had as her guests Mr. dium in a Prep league football
Douglass was speaking for NeTwo life insurance companies, Also: Clarence Mitchell, oirecInc
particiHenderson
from
Lula
Taylor
Miss
and
and Mrs. John D.
gro soldiers who fought and died
game. The victory was the first a civic club and a fraternity chap-,Jtor of the NAACP's Washington
conclothing
pated in the family
Memphis, Tenn. Miss Cooks Wall- in league play for the Wildcats in ter are among the organizations1bureau; Carl
Beulah Baptist church will pre- during the Civil War. It remainWeschcke, St. Paul,
test with Dorothy's sisters, Mar- en from Michigan and Mrs. Car- ' four games. James Walker led the and individuals who
sent
Minn;;
Mrs. Esther M. Smith, of ed for a lone Negro lawyer, eduhave
become
Fred
Hampton,
Cleveland,
vel and Lorrine. and her broth- rie Campo from Greenville, Miss. Wildcats in scoring with three
NAACP life members in recentlOhio; and Robert Royall, Rich- Atlanta, a representative for the cated, himself a soldier, to
displayed.
er's shirt was
Mrs. Carrie Love and Mrs.:touchdowns, with Calvin Jones and
Foreign Mission Board of the Na- dedicate his life to the important
weeks, it was announced here to-1 mond, Va.
Lula displayed garments won by Emma Barnes, of South 12th at., Del Wilkins
getting one each. day by Miss Marion Stewart.
tional Baptist Convention. Inc , as task of seeing that those vs ho sother sisters, Vernice and Emma T. had for their guest Mrs. Evelyn James Stepter
and Jones added
Stewart,
speaker
who
Miss
for the annual Woman's fered in the wars since freedom I
is
in
charge
shirt'
displayed
a
also
Willis. She
Crudup of Haiti. Mo. Mrs. Crudup :the conversions.
shall not be forgotten, the fame
Association's
of
the
life
memberDay,
Sunday,
October..28.
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
made by her for her brother. is the sister of Mrs. Love.
lies shall not be neglected. and '
lineups
were
The
as
follows:
ship
identified
campaign,
the
new
The girls represented McNeil club. J. C. Collins, of 311 N. '0th st.,
Rev.
W.
C. Holmes, pastor, their future shall not be circum306 Poplar at Lauderdale
Washington: Singleton, LE; A.
•*•*
spent last week end in Milwaukee. . Dunlap, LT; Patterson. LG; Wil- NAACP life members as follows:
joins Mrs. Ruth Groves, chairman, scribed.
Phone JA 5-6348
Insurance
Peoples
Company
Life
dis' Menu canniltg exhibits were
Wisc., slisiting his son, James Lee son. c; Bailey, RG; E. Dunlap,
in inviting the public out for the FULL
OF FIRE
of Louisiana. New Orleans, La.;
played by Miss Annie Thornton , Tyler. Mr. Tyler is formerly of RT; Morgan,
day's services. Mrs. Minnie Hill • Thus, James F.
RE; Mason, QB, Universal Life Insurance Co.,
Estes, full of
and Miss Earnestine Robinson of West Memphis, Ark.
Is secretary for the day, Mrs.', the fire of
Orr, LH; Elion, RH, Aldridge, FB. Memphis, Tenn. Ladies of Valmanhood, rich in
OwMcNeil club. Miss Earlene
.Josephine
ilVinbush, chairman of thought and britliant in
Hamilton: Simmons, LE; Hicks, , halla Civic and Social club, BerkeR. B. Johnson, 35, was killed
the art of
ens of Clarkedale Community aud
' publicity.
Oct. 14. when the automobile he ,LT; Griffin, C; Conner, LG; In1 performance, has organized and is
ley, Calif.; and Nu Omicron chapPhelix 4-If club particiapted in the
gram,
bridge
IT
RG;
railing
was
Lee
Bridges,
a
dri4ing
RE
struck
Mrs. Smith, a Spelman college actually conditioning here in
Talent Search. Miss Doroth y
ter of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity,
one-half mile east of here. Mr. Boyce, B. Wilkins, LH; Jones,
graduate, is a member of the e Memphis one of the most unusual
Jamaica, N. Y..
Johnson lived in Gilmore, Ark. RH; Walker, FB.
Ebenezer Baptist church in At- and far-reaching programs for Nelanta, pastored by Rev. M. L. gro Veterans ever attempted in
King, Si-. She gave up a position this country.
with a savings and loan associaAtty. Estes should be well qualition to devote full time to Chris- , tied for the role he has assumed.
There is a reason why people
tian Mission work.
: He is a graduate of Lane college
like to do business with us.
received his AB dssstee:
Since she became director of where
it our prompt, #rsendly service.
HEAVENLY GESTURE
the Foreign- Mission Board for the he is a graduate of Marquette uniJOHN E. CODWELL will preside
courteous treatment and desire
Come sing all praises to our
%essay
where
state
he
of
Georgia
Mrs.
Smith has
received his
at the 19th annual session of the
God above,
LLB degree: he is a major in to help you.
A runner Roosevelt university Texas Principals' Assn. at the I. led the Georgia convention to a I the United
Litt up your voices and tell of
States Active Reserve
Open Thursday Nights
staff member and teacher w h o M. Terrell high school in Fort 50 per cent increase in gifts to
His love;
Army; he served i n Korea as Cornthe
Foreign
Until 8 P, M.
Mission.
Worth
this
week.
More
California,
than
500
to
was
bound
moved
Tell of His mercy and goodness
Closed all day Saturday
Well versed in the philosophy mander of the first interracial
over to the grand jury here last Texas high school principals are
to all
company
c
of the United States solweek on charges -of passing bogus attending the three-day meeting. of Christian missions and African
His ever readiness to answer
chers; he is Staff Judge Advocate
Discussion
will
center
affairs,
around
Mrs.
sciSmith
is
in
demand
cheeks amounting to more than
your call,
ence and mathinatics in the ele. throughout the country as a lec- and certified as a law officer by
$10 000 according to police of the
Tell of the heavens shining so
the Judge Advocate General of the
•Imentary and secondary schools. turer.
detective bureau.
fair
Army; he has recently completed
Celestial angels esersvihere:
John S. Alexander. 31. of 4334/
grandeur
and
beautv
Tell of that
Raymond st.. Los Angeles, was
1 52 MADISON AVE.
About onec-osixt
m eis
i nf the world',
on high
rested last Friday after running tm
Phone JA. 5-7611
oil
E
from the Near
Rosanna Lord! His saints rfiply,
up bills at the Morrison hotel.,
Horne Owned . Horne Operated
Join in all tongues and swell the
I Eden Roc theater restaurant and'
strain.
the Manor House hotel.
Glory Hallelujah to His name;
He was placed under $10,000
Sing of that glorious hea euly
bond on two charges of grand larhost.
ceny. Jury Court Judge James
The Father, Son and Holy Ghost.
Geroulis, sitting-in for Felony
By Mabel Kelly Wright
Court Judge Jay Schiller, who had,
(Widow of Fr. E. M. M.
taken ill, continued to Nov. 30 an
Wright)
attempt to defraud charge involv-1
ing the Morrison hotel, and set his
bond at $1.000.
Officer John Haberkorn of thei
DIAL
DIAL
detective bureau said AlexanderJ
son of a well-to-do St. Louis family, admitted cashing 50 to 70 bad
checks on a spree from Los Angeles to Chicago. liaberkorn said
Monday — Saturday
Sunday
tNNA MID:RINE LONG, T.
a second grade music pupil
preliminary accounts total about
5
a.m.-7
— "Gospel Prince" 6 a.
— Spiritual Moments
of Mrs. .lennie Broadnax
niece of Mr. and Mrs. L. C.
510.000.
7 a. m.-8:30 — "Hanky Dory" 7:30-8 — Southern Wonders
Vance of Humboldt, Tenn.
Lewers, of Cos ington. Tenn., is
Alexander
allegedly
cashed
8:30-9 — "Spiritual Sunbeams" 8-8:30 — Oral Roberts
checks in St. Louis, Milwaukee,
8:30-8:45 — Religious Reveries
By ALFRED DUCKETT
9-9:30 — "Southern Wonders"
Detroit, Chicago and Sacramento.
18:45-9
<saes'
Harmony Voices
9:30-11 — Bro. Joe May
Calif.
9-9:15 — Soul Revivers
ENROUTE WITH STEVENSON
Haberkorn said Alexander was
11-11:05 — News
9:15-9:30 — Spiritual Consolators
—LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Adlai Stevarrested after cashing $600 in bo
enson said here Iasi week at Jef11:05-1:30 p. m.—"Ilunky Dory" 9:30-10 — Christian Fellowship
zits checks at the Eden Roc resferson county Armory that t h e
1:30-3 p. nu, — Bro. Joe May 110-1005 — News
taurant. 614 W. North ave.
10:05-12 noon — 1480 Hit Parade
city of Louisville set an esample
3-3:05
— News
Ile ran up a $219.70 bill at the
12-1:30 — Platter Parade
for the nation by meeting a n d
305-5 — "Cane Cole"
Morrison hotel, last week police
1:30-2 — Meet the Leaders
achieving -with tolerance and mu5-5:05
said:
cashed
— News
a
bogus
$10
check
2:20 — New Shiloh
challenge
tual understanding" the
at Roosevelt university where he
3:40 — Lane Ave. Baptist
5:05-5:15 — "Cane Cole.
of integration of its schools.
was formerly employed, and cash4;00-4:30 — Jerusalem Baptist
"I am proud to be in Louisville
5:15-525 — News
ed $86 Ms checks two weeks ago
4:30-5:25 — Jazz Unlimited
today." the Democratic nominee
5:2.5-5:30
Prayer for Pea cc 5:25-5:30
at the Manor House hotel, 4635
— Prayer for Peace
for President declared. 'iLast
5:30 — Sign Off
South
Parkway.
5 30 — Sign Off
month, this nation we. all love—in
her daughter will he an old maid.
By CARLOTTA STEWART
Police said Alexander was put
all its parts—came to what I think
She is not particularly concerned
Musing,
on
two years probation in S a n
history will regard as one of our
Emotional Characterist ics of (ATI the girl's happiness, but is Francisco, on similar
charges,
mostly
great crossroads.
interesting
in
that
'ring.'
children front 6 to 9:
TOPs IN sArt:Tv — Haying selected "Safi • CentiseAug. 8.
"The way you met and master
enough
feel
has
that
your
I
son
employee of last three months.
They want love and affection
wood
Walker,
of
1119
Starr
Arrested
ay..
by
Lawndale
police,
ed the elements of crisis in your
themselves on his mind without taking on fur- Alexander an ex-school leacher, exterminator at the Army's
take
The lighter has the green safethey
adults:
from
AT YOUR GROCER'S
schools has won 1he profound refiancee ...
seriously. Boys quarrel and use ther complications of a
ty emblem on it. Mr. Walker's
appeared
indignant.
lie
asked
pospect of an anxious nation." StevMemphis General depot, reforce than girls. especially since he does not really lice what type of prisoners they
safety record was also cited
more ph v
Listen to Hunky Dory 12:15 to 12:30 P.M.
enson continued.
lose her. There ull he other girls.
ceives a cigarette lighter from
in a letter front Col. (Minas
Some of them find satisfaction in
had
in
the
Chicago
jails and addand
better
know
girls,
there
and
I
GREAT'DEBT
Major James Nash. chief *It
Monday thru Saturday
F. Kotick. commanding (Wiser.
I urn- i iii companion-. Some -h RV
who will not depend ed: "I would like to teach them " depot lacilities division for
"I just want to say that the rest fear of eriniinai
!— ss
be(Army Pitons)
of us feel a very great debt to meal matter.. tharixters from :in their mother to make the deyou and to the people of St Louis stories and pictures. reno
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back on her own place to stay. This is her
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Are you Dissatisfied with Marriage? Have
yott lost faith in your life or sweetheart?
"We do not have to send out a
TOASTERS _ LAMPS
truth squad to apologize for our
If any of these are your problems, come let
VACUUM CLEANERS
party for killing the scnuol conMADAM BELL advise you at once. She reads life to you just
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as she would read an open book. She gives you your,lucky
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Universal Life Becomes Mrs. E. Smith
Life Member Of NAACP To Address

Beulah Women

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
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AUTOS -

POETRY
CORNER

FURNITURE
EQUIPMENT

1$10,000Spree
Over For
College Prof

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
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Adlai Lauds
Louisville
Integration
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SCHEDULE

Buy Good Colonial Bread

N 1ACP Sugge5tion

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

MADAM BELL

'You Know Is Not A Gypsy

41=11=3M
IRONS REPAIRED

Men's Day At
SL Matthews
To Be Nov. 4

Annual Men s Das will be observed at St Matthew. %fissional
Baptist church. 641 Wicks ave.,
with the theme 'The Lord {lath
Need 01 Them."
Rev E L. Slay. pastor of ite
Hill chant! diurch will he guest
speaker at the 1 p. m service.
&tumid elen's Day committeemen are W, Moore, general chairman: W. D. Smith, co-chairman;
I. Garrett. publicity chairman; I.
Willis, publicity co-chairman. a n d
Rev. W. A. Brooks. program chairmen.

ALSOREBUILT VACUUM
CLEANERS

4195
Up

APPLIANCES, INC
760 Union A. 7-2631
2268 Park Ave. - 33-8507
Fme Parking
Or hhphts
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LOCATED on her own place on highway 51 North. 11 miles
north of Millington. Tennessee on the way to Covington. Ten
nessee, next door to Colony Night Club otherwise known as
Turt Club. Two blocks below the ot he r.reader 5 Greyhound
hiSes pass daily to and from Memphis. Ask your bus driver to
put you off at Madam Bell's /dace You can tate the Millington
bus and get off at the post office in Millington and get a cab and
tell them to drive you to Madam Bell'a place. Show your cab
driver the address.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
a m to 9 p m Reading daily
Open on Sunda \
I drin 1 make any home calls or answer any letters
BE SURE TO LOOK FOR THE RIGHT SIGN
lipANU THE RIGHT NAME

IF YOU
CAN FIND A
BETTER
BOURBON
...BUY IT!

Out of Kentucky, the great bourbon country, comes the greatest
of them all, mellow, warmhearted, aged to perfection six full years
Ancient•Age. We challenge you to find a better bourbon. Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey •6 Years Old • 86 Proof• Ancient
c
Age Distilling Company, Frankfort, Kentucky

Dde1d3 hourbou
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A vigorous defender of our democratic
freedoms throughout his life, Governor Stevenson brought Illinois a dynamic, progressive leadership.
Speaking in Harlem October 4, he said:
'I faced up to the problem of civil rights
when I 11 as Governor of Illinois.
"During that interval, we desegregated the
National Guard;
-We used the National Guard to protect
the safety of citizens in the Cicero riots.
-We came within an ace of passing a fair
employment practices act
and were prevented from doing so only by a close vote in the
Republican Legislature.
-We eliminated all racial designations in
the employment service of Illinois and on drivers'
licenses, and so on."
That and so on" included:
His veto of the discriminatory Larson Bill,
transparent device to scuttle the low-cost
housing program."
The abolition of official segregation In public schools.
The resounding opinion agianst ''jim-crow"
taverns by the state liquor commission.
The refusal of the state labor department

to accept discriminatory jobs orders from employers and the dropping of racial, religious
and nationality questions from job applications.
The insertion of a non-discriminatory clause
in all contracts to state pai k concessionaires.
The increased number of non-whites in
higher government positions.
The actions of the Governor's cabinet officers, such as Welfare Director Fred Iloehler,
who ordered his staff to "have it clearly understood that discrimination in employment or
othenvise on the grounds of race or religion
has no place in the operaUons of the Department of Welfare."
Finally, and perhaps most significant, the
added stimulus given "grass roots'' efforts; human relations groups active In a score of Illinois
communities, private organizations, like the Illinois Chamber of Commerce prompting a fair
employment program, the continued effort of
organized labor to wipe out bias within unions
and industry and the spread of democratic practices in our schools;
—For the first time, many non-white children were able to go to schools nearest their
homes.
—For the first time In three communities
outside Chicago, colored teachers taught children
of all races.

STEVENSON IN ACTION...

tk,0
--

The achieN ement of equality of rights and opportunities for all American citizens is
still the great
unfinished business before the tnited States.
Freedom, means that a man may advance to the limit of his natural endowment without hindrance
because of his race or religion.
The Supreme Court decision on desegregation in the public schools was an expression of our steady
movement toward genuine equality for all before the law.
It expressed in a new field the old principle that the American heritage of liberty and opportunity
Is not to be confined to men and women and children of a single race, a single religion, or a single color.
"The Supreme Court of the United States has determined unanimously that the Constitution doet
not permit segregation in the schools.
"I have made my position clear on this from the start.
"I believe that decision to be right.
''Some of you feel strongly to the contrary.
"But what is most important is that we agree that once the Supreme Court has decided this constitutional question, we accept that decision as law-abiding citizens.
"Our common goal is the orderly accomplishment of the result decreed by the court.
"The court's decree provides for the ways and means of putting into effect the principle It set forth.
"I am confident this decision will be carried out in the manner prescribed by the courts.
"The office of the President should be used to bring together those of opposing views in this matter ... to the end of creating a climate for peaceful acceptance of this decision."

MAI

Adlai is a Biblical name. Bible reader',
una‘A are of this. may be excused because it
appears only once ,j.n the Good Book.
In the 29th verse of the 37th Chap* Of
the First Book of the Chronicles is statedi
"Over the herds that fed in Sharon was
Shitrai the Sharonite and over the herds that
were in the valleys was Shaphat the son of
Adlai."
Adlai means Justice of Cod and the la.
ther of just Judgments.

Chronicles 117-29

"ADLAI" means
"JUSTICE OF GOD
and the Father of
Just Judgments"

AMA! STEVENSON
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blueprint

(Stevenson Was First To Mix Navy

by Ike

t

Four Women Helping Stevenson And Kefauver
A dial got that
'
Name m Carolina

The blueprint for integration
President Eisenhower, in dein the United States Nacy, now
nying that he had ever been a
an accomplished fact, was 'first
member of the NAACP, recalldrawn up by Adlai SteVenson,
ed that he once drew the praise
the Democratic candidate for
of the late Walter White, who
President.
until his death two years ago
This fact has been established
was executive secretary of that
by a review of Navy records.
organization.
They reveal that Gmernor
President Eisenhower was
Stevenson, when he served as
correct in saying Walter White
special assistant to the Secrehad spoken well of him on one
tary of the Navy . . Frank
instance, but he failed to tell,
Knox (1941-44), was concerned
the whole story.
about the place of colored
Mr. White also said he was;
Americans in the Navy.
"dismayed" when then General;
Eisenhower testified before the
.CRETARY KNOX
NAVY SE
Senate Armed Services Corn-1
had, according to the record, remittee in support of segregasisted pressure to open UP
tion.
branches of the Navy other than
• • •
that of messman to colored re
IN HIS AUTOBIOGRAPHY,
cruits.
"A Man Called White," Mr.
Mr. Stevenson, as Knox's ass
White writes:
sistant, made an intensive study
". . . General Eisenhower, to
of the problem and drew up the
the dismay of many of us who
proposal designed to end this
had faith in him, testified bediscrimination.
fore the Senate Armed Services
Despite the fact that colored
Commidee in 1948 that he bemen fought side by side with
lieved racial segregation in the
white in the War of 1812. The
Army should continue at the
Civil War and the Spanish
platoon level."
American War, the plan was reMr. White then reports on
jected by Secretary Knox.
the later frustrations of colored
In 1944, when Under-Secremen who fought in integrated
tary James E. Forrestal beuni;s during the Battle of the
came Secretary of the Navy folBuk;e.in Germany in World War
lowing the death of Frank
II.
Knox, Mr. Forrestal reiiewed
These men, who had fought
the plan put forward by Mr.
so heroically were denied the
Stevenson.
. t to wear the shoulder patch
• • •
.ta of their victorious comAFTER MANY bouts with
ivisions upon returning
the brass in the Navy. the Ste.
venson plan was finally accept.
• • •
pressed for its
ed and For
WHITE DESCRIBES what
implementation.
happened when they appealed
The Navy's historic policy of
to General Eisenhower for a
restricting all men of color to
reversal of this discriminatory
the ship's galley was scrapped.
order, thusly:
Restrictions were dropped in
"Four colored sergeants 'de- Vtt4:?ie,
•
the selecting, training. rating,
termined on direct action . . .
highcst ranking colored officer in the Navy, in his book commissioning and utilization
appealed to General Eisenhow- 'GIVES HIM CREDIT—Lt. Commander Dennis Nelson,
Mr. Stevenson served of colored and other minority
er. Their efforts to get permiscrcdits Adlai Stevenson with being the architect of the Navy's present integration policy.
personnel.
sion failed, so they went AWOL
as special assistant to the secretary of the Navy from 1941 to 1944.
Today, of approximately 24;
to Allied Headquarters at
000 colored persons in the Kaysi,
Frankfurt.
less than 40 per cent are- sere
"General Eisenhower, they
ing in the messman's branch. ,
learned to their dismay, had
left for Potsdam for the con•
a senior student versity Law School. She is also
ference President Truman was
GTON — Four worn- as an assistant
WASHIN
holding there with the heads of
Washington Uni- the first of her race to be aden are working at headquarters the Accounting
Allied nations.
mitted to Nu Chapter, Kappa
Stevenson-Ke"But a military aide, _olonel Volunteers for
Beta Pi Sorority.
Lee, who, either throfgh his fauver here.
This is the first time she has
Own liberality or through con- One is Miss Bernadine Johnever "seen inside of a political' Adlai Stevenson, whose odd
tact with Generals Eisenhower
JerNew
from
attorney
an
son,
said.
she
,"
campaign
'first name is constantly the
and Lee, had attained a deep
understanding of and sympathy sey, who before the campaign
target of the curious, says he
the
with the colored volunteer, in- began was employed on
THE OTHER colored em- traces the origin of it to North
ncy
vited them- in and talked frank- Senate ruvenile Delinque
ployee is Mrs. Lucielle Jeter, Carolina.
by Sen.
He says. in part, regarding
ly with them, saw to it that sub-committee headed
who has been with the commit- his family lineage:
;hey were fed in the cafeteria Estes Kefauver.
tee only a week, This is her "The line goes back across
of Supreme Allied Headquar- Another is Mrs. Viola T.
return Polk, a retired government emfirst job working in politics and the mountains to lredell County,
ters, and invited them to
our days later for a decision ployee, who is a full-time volunshe finds it very fascinating.
North Carolina. I am confluent
on rectification of the situation. teer.
A native of Lynchburg, Va., that if I picked up a telephone
, or in
"This Is my first effort in
MM. Jeter has lived the great- directory in Nashville
any other Southern city, I
"THE FOLLOWING Monday politics," Mrs. Polk said, "but
er part of her life in Washing- would find all the names that
te men returned to Allied I have always been interested
ton and has not had an oppor- adorn my family tree . . those
eadquarters .. . to learn that
the party. 1 thought this was
tunity to participate in any po- names that gne a staunch
olonel Lee had been sudden- in
litical activities.
transferred to the United a wonderful opportunity to do
Scotch-Irish lacing to the w hole
She finds the work with the history of the westward movesomething to help Mr. Stevenates.
Stevenson - Kefauver organiza- ment ... names like Osborne,
All their efforts and those of son and Mr. Ketati‘er get electtion "very pleasant and very Ewing, MacWhorter,
white as well as colored,' ed, since I can't vote."
thers,
eee
t
Brevard.
preserve their combat status
tic presidential eandi- interesting." She says she is Gillespie, and
Democra
he
DID
THIS—T
ADLAI
hich had been won under fire,
"I ev.en acquired my odd pree.
MRS. MARY PEAL STE- date, Adlai Stevenson, is crechted with bringing about in- getting a lot of experienc
fix, Adlai, back there in North
re in vain. All the colored
Orof
wife
the
is
Jeter
Mrs.
olunteers were restored to VENS has been with the VolCarolina, when one of those old
,
in
plan
his
d
he
presente
Navy.
Before
the
n
in
tegratio
d the
g
looking
ethingi
went
Bibleb teeiansr somu
Presbyter
tPhreesy
the headquarters
ir previous status AS Army
unteers
to call
scenes like this aboard ship were not possible as all two children, Xrilin, 2, and
nials."
on September 27. She 1941,
opened
one of his numerous sons."
Charelle 9 month&
Is a paid staff member working colored men were restricted to the messman's branch.
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for handIng colored troops will
be segregation where facilities are afforded."
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President Eisenhower also paid high
tribute to the "Confederate army, its
heroes and their cause" before a
huge audience of Dixiecrats in Columbia, S.C. in 1952.
Colored listeners said they were
astonished and insulted.

Eisenhower (Press ('onference) asked to commen
on mob's attack upon Miss Autherine Lucy. \\ •
she sought admission to University of AlabanL•

OCTOBER 24th
White House response to delegation of 32 Chicag,
citizens protesting Till lynching.

1955... "Federal Government. has no jurisdiction."

A CONFEDERATE CAMPAIGN HAT
worn recently by President Eisenhower's grandson at Gettysburg, Pa.
... of all plao?.s ... where thousands of
Union soldiers died to free the slaves
and save the union, is in extremely
bad taste.

**

Without waiting for Eisenhower's order, General,
Patton made his famous break through invasion
of Germany mixing colored and white troops.

... General Eisenhower discusses integration be-

1948

fore the Senate Armed Services ConLnittee.
"If we attempt merely by passing a lot of laws to force some-one to
like someone else, we are just going to get into trouble."

President Truman didn't agree. He ordered integration of armed forces and completed it in the
Air Force and Navy before he went out of office.
There was no "trouble."

Eisenhower In press conference was asked what
steps he could take to secure decent and well located houses for all citizens.

Eisenhower Press Conference) asked to comment
on NAACP amendment to National Guard Bill
prohibiting segregation.

1955 • • • ''Wh• mudd.v the water ... It is extraneous."

Eisenhower press conference comment on Powell
anti-segregation amendment to Federal School
Construction Bill.

Crmnlit ibe

SUPREME COURT DECISION IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOL CASES
EISENHOWER says:
"It makes no difference whether I endorse it."

"
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President Truman sent his Solicitor General, Philip
Perlman, to the 15. S. Supreme Court in January, 1948
with instructions to argue that the welfare of the Gov.
ernment required an end to restrictive clauses in real
estate deeds.
These covenants or agreements between owners of
real estate to exclude peoples of certhin races from
residing in a certain area were nationwide. They had
existed for many years.
Some agreements ran for long periods of time.
Others were perpetual.
The Supreme Court's decision the following May,
1948, w as unanimous.

If

It said, in effect. If any state, city, county, or private
Individual sets up by a contract a residence area on the
basis of race, the courts must not enforce it.
Since 1948, hundreds of thousands of colored people, Jews, Chinese, Japanese, Indians, Filipinos and
Puerto Ricans for the first time moved out of ghettos
and slums into new homes and farms.
At the time we all agreed this was the most important decision handed down by the nation's Highest
Court in our generation.
It provided the formula and the precedent under
which the U.S. Supreme Court was asked in 1952 (stilt
under a Democratic administration, to rule on segregation in public schools.

The Right to Buy a Home Anywhere in the U. S.
and Live In It

rr..

(11) Improved congressional procedures so that decisions can he
made after reasonable debate without being blocked by a minority in
either house.

Democrats Established a 5th Freedom

.01

(7) An insurance program to protect workers against temporary

(6) Unequiocabie repeal of the Taft-Hartley Act.

(9) Extension of law to enable veterans to obtain homes and farms
through GI loans.

(3) Extension and perfection of a sound social security program.
(4) Increase of 20cC in average income in American standards of
living with especial emphasis on family incomes below $2,000.
(5) Tax relief for all small and independent businesses.

(10) Immediate Home Rule for the District of Columbia. Statehood
for Alaska, Hawaii.

wage losses due to short term illnesses.
(8) Federal finantial aid without Federal controls for medical education and hospital construction.

(1) A full time President in the White House.
(2) Law and order as the Chief Executive's acknowledged responsibility.

4•
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PROGRAMS

Low Interest Buying

Farm Electricity

School Aid Programs

Insured Savings

Farm Price Supports

Fair Labor Laws

Old Age Pensions

7

Minimum Wage

Social Security

Because the Democrats cared, they
started and put forward these
projects for the common man

. M9RE HOMES...
WE OWV

BETTER JOBS IN THE CITY

WE LIVE IN BETTER HOMES

jims
.!

BETTER JOBS ON THE FARM

WE HAVE BETTER JOBS AT BETTER WAGES

LIFE IS BE1FEF F'COIR
E
CIIMI MICOIN MIA N

Because The Democrats Cared

ALL I VER THE UNITED STATES

Lc) eco IPIE COIPILE
LIVE EtElrillEIR I

MORE AND MORE PROSPEROUS FARMS

In the Home,On the Farm,Colored families enjoy a more abundant life
which they started 24years ago under the Democrats

MORE AND MORE BEAUTIFUL HOMES

BEFORE

STARTED
BY THE
DEMOCRATS
In the lost 3 years under the Democrats, Demos
trots started 173,000 public housing units.
In the 3 last Republican years, Republicons
started only 73,600 housing units.

AFTER

FEDERAL
HOUSING
PROJECTS

t USE THESE YARDSTICKS:
,
! DO YOU LIVE IN A GOOD COUNTRY?
You live in a free country which produces more homes,
more cars, more TV sets, more radio sets, more refrigerators, more labor saving devices, more of the things which
make life comfortable and convenient than any other nation
In the world. Last year the total was 408 million dollars.

DO YOU LIVE BETTER?
Sure! We can afford more good things and we buy them
' and one of the things millions of Americans can afford that
they couldn't 24 years ago is a decent home. Only 14 million
Americans owned homes in 1932; today the total is 35 mil)ion. We own more than 58 million autos, 38 million television sets, 52 million radius; there is a refrigerator in 80%
of American homes.

—A

REMEMBER:
6

More comforts and better living
forth. COMMON PEOPLE were
STARTED BY THE DEMOCRATS!
Ibb Aiherliiissed lessawsi W laissrails Nsrbsealara
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The decisions came two years later, under the
Eisenhower administration, but the basic work was
done under the Truman administration.

In 1932, colored Americans were excluded from the Air
Force, Marine Corps, Navy and most of the combat units of
the Army.
President Truman's Executive Order of 1948 changed this
dark picture. We achieved real equality of treatment. Segregation is out.
The quota system was abandoned. Our fighting forces in
Korea were fully integrated. Integration was begun in Europe
and in America.
The Air Force completed its program of integration. So
did the Navy and the Marine Corps.
West Point and Annapolis regularly graduated colored
officers. An increasing number of colored Americans served
as officers.
The only branch of the armed services in which Integration was not completed under the Democratic administration
was the U. S. Army and even in the army it was well on its
way before President Truman left the White House.

044/14/5/we4r 0157101
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Twenty years ago, discriminatory employment rules were
numerous and unquestioned.
President Roosevelt's wartime anti-discrimination orders
helped to ereate a new national pattern of accepting workers
on the basis of their skills and ability rather than color.
A total of 18 states have followed the Federal lead by ea
acting fair employment practice legislation.
The United States Supreme Court Intervened in 1944 to
halt job discrimination ... in railroads, teachers' salaries
and post office.
Private industry, local governments and voluntary groups
have followed the Federal lead In this field of fair employmenS
Colored Americans hold higher positions and more local
and state jobs than ever before in history.
Discrimination in Federal Civil Service has been progressively eliminated.

by the outlawing of the White Primary in 1944, the
ending of Poll tax collections in 4 of 11 states, and
widespread efforts of church, labor and community
groups to get voters registered.
Colored Americans are being increasingly elected
and appointed to public office throughout the
country,

EQUALITY OF TREATMENT AND
OPPORTUNITY IS BEING ACHIEVED
IN THE ARMED SERVICES

Today more colored Americans. North and South,
are voting than ever before in history. Fewer than
100.000 were able to cast ballots in general elections
in 12 southern states 24 years ago.
More than 2,000,000 voted on November 4, 1951
in those same states.
This unprecedented increase was made possible

IN THE LAST 24 YEARS, COLORED PEOPLE HAVE MADE
TREMENDOUS GAINS IN ACHIEVING OUR POLITICAL RIGHTS

The Democratic administration created the
climate under which was to come the end of segm
gation in public schools. All four cases decided
finally by he Supreme Court in its famous decision
of 1954 were filed with and argued before the High
Court for the first time (1952) while President
Truman was still In . office.

In 1951, the court upheld its ruling that any jun
crow of passengers on interstate trains was invalid.
All of these rulings were under Democrats. They
prepared the way for the Interstate Commerce
Commission's ,flecision in 1956 outlawing discrimination in railroad stations, bus stations and buses.

COLORED PEOPLE HAVE ACHIEVED
GREATER EQUALITY'OF JOB OPPORTUNITY

In 1932, segregation in interstate travel was
rigidly enforced.
The picture changed rapidly under 20 years of
Democratic administrations.
In 1946, the US.
Supreme Court declared that a Virginia statute
requiring racial segregation in transportation
facilities void.

COLORED PEOPLE ARE USING MORE AND MORE
PUBLIC FACILITIES WITHOUT DISCRIMINATION

UNDER
DEMOCRATIC ADMINISTRATION

24 YEARS OF
CIVIL RIGHTS PROGRESS

Pick Tennessee Over Maryland
Rattlers
Rated Over
Gold Rush

$36,000 Of World Series
Cash To 17 Tan Players

NEW YORK — (ANP)—A rec- Campanella, Don Newcombe, San- Cincinnati Reds and Chicago White
By AN?
In what many football fans ord number of tan players last dy Amoros, Jim Gilliam and Char- Sox.
week divided more than $36,000 in lie Neal all cut in on the melon.
For the Braves, Hank Aaron,
consider the game not onyl
World Series cash.
Jackie and Campy did yeomen Bill Bruton and Wes Covington
of the week, but of the seaA total of 17 players were in- chores during the Series, but Gil- drew full shares of $1,598.32 each.
son, the mighty Tennessee State
volved in the transactions, al- liam and Amoros fell below exAl Smith drew a full share with
Tigers will clash with the powerthough only seven of them, six pectations. Neal saw service only Cleveland of $1,649.05.
ful Maryland State Hawks Saturwith the losing Brooklyn Dodgers, in the third game, and went hitCincinnati's cut was $1,185.25,
day in Washington, D. C., in the
; Capital Classic at Griffith stadi- and one with the victorious New less.
and Frank Robinson, the National
Yankees,
York
actually
iSIMMOSSIS
Played in
"Big Newk' "got his full share League "Rookie of the Year;"
um.
the post-season classic. •
of the money, and no one protest- Brooks "The Bull" Lawrence, a
This game is definitely the big
The top money drawer was El- ed. The big righthander, although
19-game winner for the Reds; Bob
.•`4018PANIOSIONS.104 one.
It completely overshadows ston Howard, who although
play- routed in two mound appearanc- Thurman
and Big George Crowe
good battles as Xavier, ing with the Yanks
"Mallilliallaillil such
appeared only es during the Series, won 27 "big"
each received full shares.
irf7
, -...,
—<—,--4 against Florida A&M for a top in the final game. But he made
victories during the regular season
Orestes Minoso and Larry Doby
spot in the SIAC and Jackson his second appearance
as,toe,t
i..4;,..
-4,.. :00,41.
in a Series
1against Grambling way down a successful one, knocking in one to put the Dodgers in the classic. of the White Sox got full shares of
Manager Walt Alston stuck with $1,112.75 each.
••• ,South.
of the Yanks nine runs with a
The team that wins the Classic home run in the fourth -inning. his top hurler by declaring that 345,903 SEE GAMES
will likely fight it out with Flori- Howard's share as a regular mem- "if it had not been for Newcombe,
The complete net receipts from
da AM for the mythical national- ber of the Yanks team was $8,714. we wouldn't have been in the ser- all seven Series games were $2,championship. Tennessee State 76, the same paid to 24 other ies."
173,254.59. Of this amount, $327,rates No. 1, Florida A&M No. 2 teammates, including Mick ey
Both Casey Stengel manager of 488.20 went to Commissionar Ford
and Maryland State No. 3 in the Afantle and Yogi Berra.
the world champion Yankees, and Frick's office, and clubs a n d
weekly rankings.
leagues share amounted to $1,180,Alston, drew full shares.
GET RECORD SUM
TIGERS GET NOD
All the Dodgers regulars drew ! Also sharing in the Series monThe Hawks have a one-man gang full shares of $6,536 each, an
all- ey were tan players from the sec- 2°4A7t;endance for the seven games
In Johnny Samples. They have a time high for a losing World Ser'ond-place Milwaukee Braves and was 345,903.
good defense and an efficient of- ies team. Jackie
In two games during the Series,
Robinson, Roy Cleveland Indians, the third-place
fense. The Tigers are awesome
the Dodgers fielded five tan playboth on offense and defense. This
ers and four whites. The tan playis an ideal dish for the football
ers were Jackie, Campy, Newk,
lover. Tennessee is picked in a
.Gilliam, Amoros and Neal.
close one.
Howard had the top batting avDown in Tallahassee the Rattlerage among the tan players, with
ers face a rugged invading Xavier
.400, but went to bat only five
Gold Rush, Xavier does not have
times. Robinson, was the sparkenought big guns for Florida A&M
plug of the Brooklyn team, turn•
1.
:;parklers.
ing many fine defensive plays.
..
si
Back to the ratings. Other
Ife hit a game-winning single in
•e
the Dodgers' half of the 10th inn-'
....—....:-,_ ...._,1 teams in the baker's dozen are
- ....,...........—..
• Bethune - Cookman, Ja ckso n,
WILLIE NEAL has been one
ing in the sixth game to put the
set the stage for the defeat of 4
REGAINS FORM—Roman Gaduring the remainder of the • Grambling; Texas Southern, Motof the bright spots in the Jackdeciding
seventh
and
the
Bums
in
the Panthers. Neal has been
. in, hefty fullback, may be the
current season. The 207•pound
ris Brown, Delaware State, Xavier,1
son college squad this year. It
game. Jackie also hit a home run
used at the end and at a halfadded punch the Florida A &
'-footer has regained the form
Dillard, Prairie View, A&T, and
was Neal's 80-yard run back
the opening game.
in
back post, proving capable at
M university Rattlers need to
he had before going into the
Mississippi Vocational.
of a Prairie View kickoff that
both.
• push them over the opposition
armed forces.
1 This season has proved to be so
, topsy turvy that no team seems,
s• to be able to assert itself to the
forefront. There may not be a sin- 1
gle undefeated feam by the end
of the season.
.
In the CIAA it looks like North !
Carolina college over Shaw, Delaware State rocking St. Paul's, VirMARSHALL, Texas — The Wiginia Union rapping Virginia State,
Chicago has been selected as the age prohibited him from boxing
ley Wildcats and the Langston site and
2 , Fayetteville stopping Howa rd,
Nov. 30 as the date for 10 rounds.
Lions clash here Nov. 3, in the
*es's Hampton finally winning against
the long awaited heavyweight
Meanwhile, it was reported here
biggest
Wiley
homecoming
in a championshi
Lincoln (Pa.), Winston - Salem
•••
p fight between vet- that some concessions were made
decade. Despite the fact that Wirolling over ohnson C. Smith and
eran Archie Moore and young and to Cus D'Amato, Patterson's manley was clobbered by the GramblA&T enjoying homecoming at the
ager, to bring the Moore - Pattering Tigers, 51-20, at Dallas, Coach
expense of Morgan.
son bout here. It is said that D'
Fred Long's entry is still very
TSU OVER LANGSTON
• Amato had balked at Chicago as
much in the Southwest conference
Out west the big game pits re1P "WANT TO HEAR something?" before we leave
the site, and asked for the opporfor Australia and
title chase with victories over
mused Abe Saperstein who was the Orient." Then Jackson praised juvenated Langston against Texas
tunity to approve officials in adTexas Southern and Arkansas
taking a breather as he went over the Newcomer, Abe listened. But! Southern. It looks like TSU in this
vance of the fight.
AM&N.
Texas tilt. In other
Worth,F
final plans for the 30th anniver- the squad had been selected and.
Both Moore and Patterson w i 1 . 4
Langston, after faring badly in
stir? season of the fabulous Har- there wasn't any place he could Southwest conference g a m es
wind
up the last three weeks oi
interracial
two
contests
Oklain
.
lem Globetrotters. Ile didn't finish put him and he didn't want to drop Southern will continue its revival
' fighting in Chicago.
homa and a battering at the hands
against Texas college, and Wiley
because the phone rang. It was a anybody.
of powerful Tennessee State has
will rock Bishop.
call from a San Francisco sports
started to roll with consecutive Floyd Patterson Ai chic Moore Illiihillaa111111011001110111i'llalitIS111111))1111111111111i111
.1'11 make a bargain with you,
On the SIAC front it will be
editor who was here with the 49victories over Texas college and ambitious
Jack. If he is what you say he South Carolina State over Alabama
Floyd Patterson. T h e
ets. When that conversation was is after
Lincoln of Missouri, and there is fight,
I look him over in ac- 1 A&M, Fort Valley over Tuskegee
to be staged in the Chicago
over the phone rang again. This tion a few
every indication that the Lions stadium, will determine
times, you can add him and Clark over Morehouse. Just
a succestime it was London. England. to your squad,"
will be a big factor in the Con- sor for retired heavyweight
the Trotters' skipping around it seems to .be:
chamThen there came some interrupted founder said,
ference grid race.
at the same time
pion Rocky Marciano.
Philander
Smith
overwhelmi
ng
moments and Abe continued,
If Coach Zip Gayles' Oklahomsort of doubting that he would find Rust, Jarvis outscoring Mary AlFrank A. "Fay" Young, sports
For months negotiations for the
BOBBY WATMS,crack half'A few weeks ago I got a letter this new player all that he
ball league. The former Ohio
ans can get by Southern at Baton
editor emeritus of the Chicago
was len, Paul Quinn surprising Alcorn,
fight
have
been
going
on,
but
last
back of the Chicago Bears, is
from a fellow in Washington, D. "cracked
State star made good gains
Rouge. the homecomer here should
Defender, entered Provident
up" to be. But after see- Central State toppling McMaster,
among the top 10 in ground
C. He wanted to tryout with the ing him work
pit both ancient rivals undefeated week Jim Norris, president of the hospital
in the games against t h e
out three days in. St. Augustine taking Elizabeth
last Friday morning for
Internationa
l
Boxing
club,
anGlobetrotters. I wrote him that we
gaining in the National FootGreen Bay Packers and San
in conference play.
a row. Abe nodded to Jackson! City, Lincoln (Mo.) whipping Stersurgery.
nounced
that
the
principal
h
a
d
had about 60 lined up for tryouts that he could
Wileyites, greatly enthused by
Francisco I9ers.
have him.
; ling, Livingstone tripping VoorThis is the second time Mr.
in three Chicago gyms and from .
the Wildcat improvement, will agreed to the site and date. Forbees,
His name is Tom Spencer. He
Norfolk State tipping 3rd
Young.
mal
contract
a member of the Defendfor
the
fight,
said!
his letter we couldn't see our way
flock here from all over the naAAA, Paine ripping Morris and
Norris, will be signed by the fight-1 er staff for more than 40 years,
passible to grant his request, es- learned to play basketball in the
tion for homecoming. In addition
ers at a luncheon here sometime has undergone surgery in ProviSYRACUSE, N. Y. — ( ANP )— The halfback from Manhasset, to the fan fare that will greet
pecially since he had no experi- Washington, D. C., playgrounds. Albany State eking past Savannah
Fred
State.
He
learned
a
"powerful
lot
more"
One of the top individual football L. 1., rolled up half of his team's Long's first homecoming appear- this week. The IBC is promoting dent hospital. The first time was
ence.
in the army where he played with I THE PIGSKIN HUDDLE
in May, 1949.
the fight.
,
Ilien o an beholdafter anperformances of the nation this yardage with a personal total of ance at the helm of the Purple
some
Next
top
week's
notch
games
(Oct.
former
27).
college'
Since that time Mr. Young hese"
yards,
165
MOORE
scored
HAS
touchdowns,
two
EXPERIENCE
other week I get a long distanceseason was turned •
and White in eight campaigns, the
in by Fleet
greats who had a few years of' North Carolina college at Shaw;
set up a third and kicked three old timers will be treated to the
call. I was this same fellow. 'You
In the fight Moore will be seek- been relieved of the responsibiliJust got to give me a tryout, Mr. experience on National Basketball Arkansas AM&N at Prairie View; Jim Brown of Syracuse U. He fig- extra points.
usual bitter battle between Wiley ing to crown a long ring career! ties of the sports department.
.
.
per.. ein. i just KflOW I can association teams. Then last sea- •Alabama A&M at S. Ca r 01 i n a used prominently in the two touch- Brown, after his 28-yard sprint, and Langston. Last November the with a lifelong ambition — win-1 However, he has been contributmake the team if you will say I son, he played a few weeks with State; Tennessee State vs. Marv- downs in the final two minutesplunged a twoyards for one of the Oklahoma entry edged the Wild- ning the heavyweight champion-! ing his weekly column.
Mike Vernon's Chicago Brown land State (Capital classic in that beat West Virginia 27-20.
final TDs.
can work out. Then you can tell
ship. Patterson will also be out to 111 111i101111111;11111111111S)111101111114111111
cats 6-0.
31911141111111M
Washington, D. C.); Mary Allen
me ves or no but I know you will Bombers.
in the title, but with consideravs.
Jarvis; Virginia State at Vir, "The amazing thing is that he
say yes.'"
ble less experience.
Abe said he couldn't turn "the weighs 245 pounds and stands 6 ginia Union; Paul Quinn at Alcorn;
Moore is currently the light
McMaster
at
Central
State; Howboy down after that sort of de. feel. 7s2 inches in heist, and is
heavyweight champion. He won
termination so I tell him okay, fast." Saperstein added," and ard at Fayetteville; Hampton at
that title by beating Joey Maxim!
Lincoln (Pa.): Lincoln (Mo.) at
in St. Louis on Dec. 15, 1952. Since
come on. report to Cosch Inman how he an shoot."
Sterling:
Morgan at A&T (homethen he has defeated several top!
Jackson at St. Anselm's gym at
"Can you imagine, him walking
heavyweights to establish himself ,
tOst aryl Indiana after he hjd in on us like that?" said Saper- coming; Norfolk State at 3d AAA;
Philangler Smith at Rust: St.
as a contender in the heavier divischecked in at the Evans hotel." stein.
Paul's at Delaware State; Southion
Jackson was one of the all-time
"He's the berries," put in Jack- ern at Texas
college; Langston at
Trotter greats. He knows players. son.
However, a bid at the heavy- .
Texas Southern (Fort Worth, Texweight title failed in Sept. 1955,1
He knows basketball. Two days , "I just knew I could make the
when he was stopped in ni n e
later, all enthused. Jackson (they grade if I could get them to let as); Fort Valley at Tuskegee; WiNEW ORLEANS — (ANP) — A
rounds by Marciano. Moore. howcall him Jack for short) cornered me have a chance," smiled Tom ley at Bishop; Xavier at Florida
A&M;
Elizabeth
City
at
St.
Augusban
on interracial mixing in sports
ever, put up a gallant battle, floorAbe in his downtown office. Spencer.
tine; Jackson at Grambling; Johning "The Rock" in the second passed by the Louisiana State Leg"Abe. I would like to ask a favor , And as you read this, Jackson
son C. Smith at Winston - Salem;
round.
of you — and you know I don't ! along with Spencer and the Glo'isislature last May over strong proClark at Morehouse; Voorhees at
When Marciano retired this past tests and
often ask one," Jackson said. "All trotters number two unit are wingwhich is expected to
Livingstone; Paine at Morris;
April, Moore laid claim to the varight, what is it?" busy Abe ans- 1 ing their way across the Pacific.
have far-reaching effect for year
Savannah
.
State
Albany
at
State,
cated title. However, boxing offiwered.
' Tom Spencer's dream to be a
cials failed to go along with him to come, went into effect through
• "1 would like to make a switch Globetrotter has come true. He Hantelli111111eisillitI1111111WhintellItiu1101111111111111
ands ordered.anelimination tournament out the state early last week.
fn my team. I got a player _Spsg.S,..hopes next year to be on the "varPushed through the state legisof this world' and just the .man sity" which is the number on e
In the tournament. Moore whip- lature by proponents of segregawe need to round out the squad unit.
ped Bob Baker to officially be- tion. the law makes it illegal for
come the No. 1 contender. and Negro and white amateur and proPatterson defeated Tommy "Hur- fessional players to compete in
NEW YORK—(ANP) — Walricane" Jackson for the No. 2 spot. the same "athletic training.
ter Dukes' days as a member
But in the process, Floyd frac- games, sports or contests." It proof the New York Knickerbocktured the knuckle on his right hand vides a maximum penalty for vioer basketball team are numberand a tentative bout between him . lation of $1,000 or one year
11.1011'10N. Ia.
Harr% It.
imof repre.ent a %
(coin
ed. according to Coach u ince
and Archie was postponed indef- prisonment.
Jig/VI-son. athletic dire < int and
Negro tolleges on committees ol
Boo la.
initely. Norris' annotincememt last
head football coach at HampThe law,' before it became law,
the St IA and the NA1A; suc•
"I don't want to see that guy
*eek sealed the bout.
was bitterly opposed by the Midton ;Institute. has been named
cessfullc introduced a resolution
again," Boola Vali 3 Neuark
Moore,
who makes his home in winter Sporting
firSt: chairman of the National
Association, which
in the NC's% and the National
nevi spaper man last week.
San Diego, Calif , has been fight- sponsored
Agtklic Steering (0111mitter.
the annual Sugar Bowl
(oa( hes assordation to
I
"tie's not the type of player
ing
professionall
y since 1936. In games, and the Southern
NAM lounded hy the
meet in hies where all memAssociathat we want. Ile just doesn't
the 20 years since then, Archie lion of baseball.
Nikki( direvior of Central silo.Both groups felt
bers will be entertained with
have the temperament, the
has
fought
156
times, but so far the that it would hurt sporting
eggiegc (Ohio), Mack M. Greene
equal rights: and spearheaded
events
coil it fir the attitude. tt e
heavyweight title has eluded him. under their
jurisdiction.
in 11110, is composed tii septethe inclusion of the basketball
very definitely want to unload
Admittedly
40,
he
has
a
big edge
Their predictions proved right,
°lieges
champions of the four msjor Net sgisiatives of Negro
him. He didn't report for the
over Patterson in experience.
when a number of college basketthrough the country, who have
gro conferences in the NCAA colfirst week of fundamental drills
HAILS FROM BROOKLYN
ball and football teams pulled
boand together to fight racial
lege Basketball Tournamentg,
and I placed him under susPatterson, who hails from Brook- of the Sugar Bowl
preludice in intercolleriafe
classic. 0th
beginning in 1957.
pension."
lyn, is a former Olympic middle- cancelled games
lede programs.
scheduled wio
The Knicks paid the Dar.
Jefferson has recently also
weight
titlist.
He
is 21 years old teams both in Louisiana and
bring its short history, the
in
lem Globetrotters $25.000 for
been elected Central District
and has had 31 professional fights, northern cities. A number
committee has opened the doors
of basethe 7-foot former Seton HaU
GETTING FINE POINTS—WifTigers, get some fine points
game
the
for
Maryland
against
losing
only
one.
He
lost
to
Joey
President
%ice
of the CIAA. and
ball teams are said to be also
of the National Association of Instar a )ear ago, the largest
Ham "Woogie" Griffith I 0)
on fakes from Rayniond WhitState, Saturday night in WashMaxim in June, 1954 on a contro- planning to bypass the
to membership in the CIAA Bastercollegiate. Athletics to Negro
state and
cum ever paid for a basketand Fay Mitchell (46), leading
man, backfield coach of the
ington, D. C.
versial eight-round decision. Pat- play their spring
exhibition games
colleges; sponsored the appointketball Tournament committee.
ball player.
scorer for the Tennessee State
Tigers as the team prepares
terson was 20 at the time and his elsewhere.
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Langston Lions
Face Wiley In Archie And'Floyd
Homecoming right In Chicago

Tom Spencer

k

Frank "Fay" Young
Undergoes Surgery
In Provident

Jim Brown Sparks Syracuse To Win

Louisiana
Bans Mixed
Sports Now

Big Jeff, Hampton Coach,
Chairs NAS Committee

Knickerbockers Put
Walter Dukes On
The Chopping Block

'.-

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
iN-

Melrose Takes Carver High Apart
64-0To CdebrateHomecomingDay
By ALEXANDER DELOACH, Jr. crushed Carver High of Tupelo. Day game at Melrose stadium last Charles Wise in the Tupelo team's
night.
end zone.
The Melrose Golden Wildcats Miss., 64-0 in their Homecoming Thursday
Quarterback Steve Harden put i The final quarter saw the Goldthe show on the road with just a en Wildcats roll over three times
few minutes gone by with il TD more for the 6441 score.
pass to Calvin Moore who took
it on the five.
With that touchdown Melrose
proceeded to set the stage for
the night and also to unravel their
extra-point maker, a dead-e y e ,
.
kicker by the name of Charles
Lee.
EIGHT OF NINE
How good Lee is can be seen
CINCINNATI — The first nain his record for the night — eight
conversions in nine tries. Ironical- tional meeting of the Television, '
ly, it was for lack of extra points Radio and Film commission of the
that Melrose suffered it's first Methodist church met here last
city loss in four years when St. week after cancelling reservations
Autustine's extra points in addi- in Nashville, Tenn., because of ration to two touchdowns, the same cial discrimination.
number of TD's Melrose had, spellThe meeting was originally
ed the difference.
scheduled for a Nashville hotel,
Lee missed only one attempt, where sessions would have been
the third, made by Halfback Wil- integrated, but with separate rest
lie Armour on a run around right rooms and living quarters for Neend Moore had picked up the sec- gro delegates.
ond a few plays earlier when he
Negro delegates 'would also have
scampered 20 yards lugging a been forced to use a separate elehandoff from Steve Harden.
vator or stairway to the commitIn the second quarter Halfback tee rooms.
Charles Wilson broke through the
The meeting place was changed
line on the 30 and didn't stop until
when
Rev. C. Anderson Davis, pashe reached the goal line. Lee of
tor of John Stewart Methodist
course converted.
two oldest Memphis Negro
ior, and Houston Antwine, senchurch, Bluefield, W. Va., lodged
QUEENS PRESENTED
high schools. A double threat
ior, an All-Memphis lineman in
a complaint with the commission.
Back in the third from a halfto the Warriors will be Tiger
1911. The game starts ft p.m.,
The general conference of the
time T•est which saw the school Methodist chqich
Guards Fred Green, left, a junin Washington stadium. Frihas ruled that ,
queen presented and parents of
day. Oct. 26. (Newson Photos)
national meetings conducted by ,
the football players introduced, the denomination's
general agenMelrose took to the air.
cies should be held in cities where
Harden connected t o Charles there is no racial
discrimination in
Hicks at the 50 and he went alt places of public
accommodations.
the way for the touchdown. A few
Change of the meeting place
plays later they scored again
from
Nashville to Cincinnati cost
when Aaron Hackett raced down
the commission approximately
to the one yard line and then went
$1,500.
over on the next play.
It also prevented the conference
They added two more touchdowns in the third quarter. Wil- chairmen from inspecting the stuliam George got one of them by dio production facilities of t h e
Carver
tackling
quarterback commission in Nashville.
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m ethodists
Shift Meet
To Beat Bias

A
READY FOR CLAIC—Booker T. Washington Quarterback
Ricks Mason, a junior, protected by Center Harold Hays-

lett, a senior, sharpens h i s
passes for the annual clas•
sic between the Warriors and
the Tigers of Manassas High,

Hamilton Wildcats Break Into
Win Ranks By Beating BTW,13-0
By ALEXANDER DELOACH, JR.

The Hamilton Wildcats sti'etched a 13-0 half-time lead to 32-0
to give Booker T. Washington a
spanking in their own stadium
last Friday night before a good
turnout of prep league fans.
The Warriors received the kickoff on their own 25-yard line but
were unable to gain.
when the Tigers recovered a CenBy EARL S. CLANTON III
The Wildcats took over on their
tral tumble on the Maruraders'
WILBERFORCE. Ohio — Ten- 15. Tennessee moved the hall to
own 35 and on the first play from '1
nessee State Tiger's speed was too Central 11 where A..-Conference
scrimmage Quarterback Calvin
much for Central State Maurad- Mitchell outdistanced Cent ra l's
Boyce pitched out to Calvin Jones
ers as Coach Howard C. Gentry's ends and crossed the goal line to
who broke over right tackle and
touchdown twins Mr. Outside Per- knot the game at 6-6.
Next time out of the huddle Boyce,
Hines and Mr. Inside Jesse' Early in the third quarter Tency
always a dangerous passer, conWilburn sparked the Tigers to nessee took over the ball on Cennected to Jones who moved it to
come from behind to trounce Cen- tral's 29. "Mr, Outside" Hines
the 10. Charlie Walker dived over
tral 32-6 before 2,800 McPherson' who collected 71 yards during the
center for the score.
Stadium fans here last Saturday game while his touchdown twin
The try for the extra point was
afternoon,
picked up 72, moved the ball to
good.
Getting a solid test before the Central's 7 in three straight carKEPT ROLLING
Tigers face Maryland State Ele- ries. From the 7. Memphis-born
Booker T. tried hard to get
yen in the Washington, D. C. Capi- Quarterback Bob Crawford tossed
back into the game here but their
classic game next Saturday, on to Gary. Ind., end, Don Taytol
hopes went smitter - wise
(Oct. 27 1, Coach Gentry's big blue lor across the goal line putting
when Hamilton's Fullback Walker
and white juggernut remains unde- the Tigers out in front,
intercepted a pass by Rick MaThe Tiger's third score resulted
feated and trounced both Central
son and raced 33 yards down the
State and Prairie View last week in the game's longest scoring ,
sidelines untouched.
drive. Halfbacks Mitchell a n d
to make it four in a row.
In the third period the WildFullback William "W o o gie" freshman Andy Earthman. 160cats kept rolling. Recovering a
Griffith and Halfbacks Mr. Inside pound shifty-hipped ball carrier ,
fumble on the Warrior's 45-yardWilburn, Tennessee 167 - po u n d , from Memphis, teamed up to drive
line and on the next Way Halfleading ground gainer from ?Bern- j the ball from their own 44 to Cenback Jones of the Wildcats went
phis and All-Conference speedster tral 24. Fancy Dan Crawford hit
over right tackle down to the 8and leading scorer, Fay Mitchell, Taylor with a 21-yard pass down
CAPTAINS
Homecoming
of 412 Scott, with George Buckthem.
The
on
•
MELROSE'S
CO
yard line. Walker picked uri the
shined as Tennessee rocked Prai- to the 3. Crawford on a quartetalsecond
and
at
right,
ner,
Miss
Dora
Queen,
homecoming
Cursey,
a
liked having their
extra point.
rie View 45-0 in Dallas last Mon- back sneak broke the game wide
ternate Miss Syble Manns, junsenior, of 1019 Boston, is cenQueen and her attendants sitT h e Wildcats went into the
day night. Woogie Griffith 3 n d open.
Supreme.
with
Steve
2650
ior,
of
Quarterback
havwith
ter
knees
that
their
ting on
Recovering a pair of Maurader ,
fourth period leading 20 to 0 but
Memphis-born Wilburn racked up
Pho(Newson
Charles
Hicks.
Harden. At left, first alternate
ing the boys from Tupelo (they
miscues in the fourth quarter set
they did not let up the pressure.
106
and
100
yards
respectively
for
to)
Miss Jauwice Tucker, senior,
beat the visitors 64-0) sitting
By this time the Warriors' big
their nights work. Along with Mit- up Tennessee's final 13 points.
line was far from effective.
chell, whose scoring 95-yard pass Woogie Griffith bulled his w a y
ALDRIDGE BOTTLED
interception race, Woogie Griffith over from the one, netting him
The Warriors couldn't get any
electrified the scant crowd with a 62 yards and a TD for his afternoon's work. Halfback Sid ey
place although Halfback John Al43 yard touchdown sprint.
dridge was at his best, going eight.
Against Central's Mauraders, Cummings got off a 12-yard pass
ten yards at the time, sometimes
the Tigers had to come from be-, to Memphis-horn Ernie M a y
all the way except for a block
hind. Central scored within five standing in the end zone after Te- '
nn
essceeenthraadrsrelcooverd a fumble on
that his teammates didn't produce.
minutes of the opening kickoff, o
T h e Wildcats scored again
Maurader fullback Herbert Drumwhen Left Half Del Wilkins went
mond blocked Tiger punter, Thombetween his right guard and tackle
as McClain's, punt on the Tiger
in a gapping hole made by Ed
10 yard stripe. Drummond recovWASHINGTON — A spine ting- name, and in Vernon Vaughn and side) Hines, all products of Mem- ered the pigskin and dashed in the
Ingram and William Bridges and
raced 50 yards for the touchdown. ling football battle between what Bill Jordan he has a pair of glue—phis, Tennessee, who have been end zone for the game's first and
They knotted it when NValker is perhaps the greatest array of fingered ends whose pass snatch- running the Tiger opposition crazy. Central's only score.
went 45 yards for another tally.
Central held the Tigers scoreless
backs ever to perform at the same ing was a prime factor in the 24-6 For passing, Coach Howard
WASHINGTON — (ANP) — Rotime in a Capital claasic is in victory over A and T college. Gentry relies on a freshman sen- until 3:45 of the second stanza ger W. (Whitetop) Simkins, w ho
Besides Vaughn and Jordan, sation, Bob (Fancy Dan) Crawprospect for the 15th renewal of
has been widely publicized as
BRONCOS GUN FOR HOWARD
the annual event Saturday night, Coach Vernon (Skip) McCain's ford, who has three stellar receiv- array of backs and ends in the Washington's king - pin gamFAYETTEVILLE, N. C. — A
unbeaten Hawks use the versatile ers in Don Taylor, Napoleon same game, and fans, in full re- bler, must go to jail after all, conOct. 27, at Griffith stadium.
serious, determined pack of Faya passer and Holmes and Leon Jamison.
intersectional rivals, Johnny Sample as
alization of what to expect between cluded the United States Supreme
The
two
etteville Broncos are exhausting
receiver. Sample, teaming , GOOD PASS CATCHER
pass
and
these two unbeaten elevens al- Court, Monday.
university
State
Tennessee
every possibility to be in tip-top
Butler, also carries the
Taylor, 6-foot-3, 197 pounds, ready are making early reservacollege, possess a with Lanny
State
Maryland
The high court refused to review
shape to try and overpower the
Hawks' running at- from Gary. Ind., already has snag- tions for the Oct. 27 game Capital
currently burden of the
the case involving Simkins, four
Howard university Bisons when backfield talent that is
tack and does so well at it that ged four passes for 114 yards and Classic headquarters are at 903 other
alleged gamblers, and two
the two teams meet at Fayette- the talk of the country.
he again is headed for All-Ameri- a touchdown, while close behind You street, N. W., Washington 1,
have
a
teams
Besides.
both
policemen convicted on a bribery
ville in a homecoming tilt on Saturhonors.
ca
him in the statistic column are D. C.
charge.
group of pass• catching ends who
day, Oct. 27.
Opposing these bevy of stand- Holmes, 6-foot-1, 190, of Harrishave been the envy of all coachouts for Tennessee State will be burg, Pa., and Jamison, 6-feet,
es.
a trio of backs, Fay Mitchell, 200- 188, from Atlanta, Ga.
Soft drink consumption in the BURNS LEADS PASSERS
For Maryland State, Don Burns.[ pound speedster; Jesse (Mr. In- I Never before has the Capital
U S. averages 184.2 bottles per
h rifle-arm passer, is as hot as his i side) Wilburn and Percy (Mr. Out- i Classic presented such a talented
person a Year.

Tennessee Rolls Past
Central, Prairie View

Tennessee, Maryland Set
For Capital Classic Tussle

MR. AND MRS. To mmy
II i c k s, of 9711 Marchalneil,
parents of two former Melrose
players and two t9a6 players,
Richard Highs, left, a back.
and Charles Hicks, right an
end, were named "Father
and Mother of the Year" at
the Homecoming game. T h e
little fellow, Theodore W 3rr
Hicks, is a future Golden Wild cater. Other parents of tool•
ball players, presented by
Principal Floyd M. Campbell
were Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
L. Julian, Mrs. Beatrice Roberson. Mrs. Ripple Al I e n,
Mrs. Jessie Woodard. M r s
Willie Bailey, Robert Jenkins,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur London,
Mrs. 1,ila Morton, Mrs, Leymon Tolliver, Odie Keel, Grant
Parham, sr., Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Armour, Johnnie Lane,

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Lee, sr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Tucker,
Mrs. Leroy Wilson, sr., Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Mims. Co a cis
and Mrs. Joe W. Westbrook,
Mr. and Mrs. Eulilla Moore,
Mr. and Mrs. Van Harden,
last year's honorees; Mr. and
Mrs. henry Cooks, Mr. a n d
Mrs. Toy Grey, Mrs. Lillian
Bowles, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Hatch, Mrs. Parks and Mrs.
Thom a s

Words of the Wise
When a man does good work
out of all proportion to hla pay,
In seven cases out of nine,
there is a woman at the back
of the virtue.
—(Rudyard Kipling)
About 88 per cent of the whits
population of New Zealand is said
, to be of English ancestry.

Afee'DAISY

STARTS
SUNDAY

-4

3 BIG
DAYS

A Whole Town Gone Mad With Vengeance!!

Starts
WEDNESDAY

Jack Palance in "ATTACK"

RELAX DE LUXE

Uphold Sentence
Of D.C. Gambler

ss•

ENJOY

BOURBON
de

4

4-

LUXE

cm

EtzintZiN
•

At that special time of day %% hen
you drop worries and cares
that's the time for Bourbon de
Luxe. Yes. relax de lose; ii
enjoy Bourbon de Luse.
KENTUCKY'S BEST—YET COSTS NO MORE!
ON THE MOVE —
Phillips get; out
would-be tacklers in
and Hal Phillips,

Billy (Bo)
front of
photo left
in photo

right, moves away from the
field as both took off on touchdown in the first half of a
game with Harrison High of

Blytheville, Ark, Coach Johnny
Johnson's Tigers blanked the
visitors 63-0 in the game play
ed on field at Manassas

High. The two scored five
times in the first hall. (Newson Photos.)

11•01.• io• Lan Ciang

'asunt.o.r

THE BOURBON DE LUXE COMPANy, DIVISION OF NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS
CORPORATION, LOUISVILLE. KY, KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
—86 PROOF

so
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Forrest City & Madison Briefs

By ALICE DOBBS
and
LARRY TURNER

ar 4.0(/11.C.V/4 J. CLARK
Harvest time! The time of year Worthy Matron, Mrs. Veni Bond,

when the earth changes color ... secretary, Sammie Green, Worgreen fields turn gold and leaves, shipful Master of Booker T. WashIn their shades of red, brown and ington Lodge. Rev. B. F. Neal,
gold, sway with the breeze and pastor.
gently fall to earth. A beautiful
A very interesting Woman's Day
sight to behold, indeed!
program was held at Salem BapAnd caught in the mood of tist church recently. The theme
the season, the St. Luke A. M. E. was "Women Co-Laboring with
church, Madison, held its Harvest Christ in the Community." Mrs.
Day program, recently. The mes- Tolise Purifoy introduced the prinsage of the hour was delivered ciple speaker, Mrs. J. C. Knox
by Rev. Herbert Scott, pastor of of Pine Bluff. A Treatise on the
St. Luke, Forrest City. Rev. Drake, Theme was given by Mrs. Johnnie
his choir and congregation of Ma- Baker and "The Topic" was discedonia church, were among those cussed by Mrs. Overtis Wilson.
present to lend inspiration to the Mrs. R. B. Bland served as Misservice. J. D. Davis made a short tress of Ceremonies. Mrs. Ada
talk on "A Grain of Wheat.'' Rev.! Dorsey and Mrs. Mattie Young
A. M. Washington is pastor.
were co-chairmen of the program.
The same day, the Lane Chapel
a a
church held a Mock Political RalMiss Aretta Grimes, who h a
ly. Representing the Republican
been ill for some time, is reportpresidential candidate was M. C.
ed much improved. Her niece,
Jeffers with Morris Thomas as
Mrs. Lura D. :Althiemer, is here
his running mate. The Republican
attending her bedside.
Keynote speaker was Edward
Mrs. Bessie Howard and EverNorman. Democratic candidates
were M.0. Livingston and Frank ett Crose,sister and brother of
Joplin. Victor Starlard gave t h e Mrs. Virginia Stewart) of BerkeDemocratic Keynote address. The ley. Calif., were in town recently
Democratic candidate received visiting their aunt, Mrs. Rebecca
She largest number of votes for Bowen, who has been quite ill.
Mrs. E. L. Nelson and her daughthe afternoon,
ter, Mrs. Roy Scott, have just reAFTERNOON HIGHLIGHTS
Peake Memorial, and Star Day turned from Chicago, where they
was observed at Kynette Metho- visited another daughter, Mrs.
dist church recently. Highlights of Dessie Smith and family.
Mr. and Mrs. James Deal, of
the afternoon's service were: the
sermon delivered by the Rev. Los Angeles, are the proud parF. M. Mc Clendon, who was intro- ents of a fine bundle of joy, a
duced by Rev. 0. D. Washington; son, George Eric. Ige remember
t paper entitled "Truth" by Mrs. the young mother as Carolyn WilA. P. Suggs; the five points of the liams, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Star by Mesdames Lela Bohanan, Clent Williams. Miss Marilyn WilOnie Jacks, Pearl Bryant, Florine liams is in Los Angeles vgtl,
Clayborn; music was furnished by her sister and new nephew. AnothBeth Salem choir, Mrs. M. M. er sister, Miss Sederia
Crutcher, presiding.
is now vasationing in New York. j
Other participants were: Misses
Mrs. U. S. Bond, whom we know,
Barbara Brooks, Glenna Faye as an eloquent speaker as well
House. Mae Orita McAllister, Ber- as a charming person, delivered
nice Kirkland, Mrs. Pearlie Green, the Woman's Day address at ColMrs. Annie Newell, and Willie ; lins Chapel church, Memphis, reKirkand. Mrs. Carrie Henry is cently.

1 you an outstanding organization.
1

Well here it is, the club that
either makes or breaks Manassas
. . . The Student Council The
president is the one and only Robert Bowles. He is a member of
the Bethlehem church. He is majoring in natural science and has
ambitions toward becoming a doc-

After three unsuccessful attempts, the Manassas Tigers returned home victorious after a 27
to 14 defeat of Hamilton high.
This was a big game for the Tigers.
.
trailed but once,
The Tigers tra
Comes next fall he plans to at.
when they found themselves, be- tend Central State college in Vailhind by the tune of a touchdown, berforce, Ohio.
but they showed powerful resentHe is a member of the Old
ment as Doggett raced to the end
club and serves t h a t
Tinier's
zone and hauled in a pass from
secretary.
Brown. Marvin later tied the score group as
son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert,
as Gentry blocked a kick in Hamilton's territory for the stopper. j Robert Lee Bowles says that to
It was 8 to 8 at halftime but this him nothing is more important to
didn't satisfy the Tigers, not tne him and the council than that of
carrying out its role as an instruleast bit.
ment of helping maintain a betTHE HEROES
To prove this Gentry and Brown ter Manassas High school.
went over in the third quarter.
Hamilton threatened in the fourth
with a touchdown that in a d e
things 14-20 but Manasas stopped
the threat as Curtis (Ned) went I
over for a touchd wn to stretch
the lead to 2F-14.
Gentry, Melvin. Marvin and Cur- ,
tis will be looked upon as heroes, !
but what about Antwine, "Fat"
Harris and the other linemen who
paved the way for the heroes.
Did anyone mention the names
MIAMI — (INS) — Four Negro
of Johnson, Roach and Barber?
women have filed a suit in Miami
I'm taking my hat oft to the coachfederal court seeking to have city
CS.
and state bus segregation laws dePoetry Day was celebrated
ill I dared unconstitutional.
chapel Monday, Oct. 16, by the
Atty. G. E. Graves, jr.. represpeech department.
senting
the four petitioners. asked
Some of the outstanding numbers were Carline White's "Invit- Saturday that the court render its
ius" followed by Johnny Wright, decision on the merits of the case,
doing the same number in song. rather than by actual trial.
He said any remedy other than
The Lord's Prayer was superbly
pantomined by the choir L. Young a directed verdict would "involve
then stole the show with "Anna a multiplicity of suits and would
cause further injury, damage and
Belle Lee."
In the idiom of the young audi- inconvenience to the plaintiffs..."
The suit was filed in behalf of
ence, ''he worked out like a pro."
Eleanor M. Fair, Maggie Garmon
again we're not forgettingleanor
Gloria Matthews and Alice Jackto give credit where it is most G
due. The advisors were the ones SO
Miss Fair said she was arrested
behind the program and its grand
, July 8 for refusing to move to the
success.
Well, Josephine Watkins has rear of a bus and the other three
done it again. She has come up ! stated they had been forced io
with an idea which is most inter- take seats in the rear of public
esting and original. She has form- transportation vehicles.
ed a club called the "Teens" for , Named as defendants in the acthe unoccupied boys of Manas- tion were the Miami Transit co.,
sas.
1 the city of Miami and individual
Last week we promised to bring city commissioners.

ew Attack
On Miami
LIS Blot

THESE WERE SCENES from
the 21st National Spiritual
convention held in Memphis at
Holy Temple Spiritual church,
986 Florida, Oct. 15 through
Oct. 21, Supreme Bishop B.
F. Turner of Memphis, presided. These pictures were taken on Friday night of the con•

vention, during the successful
program sponsored by Madam
A. Price and her churches,
Eternal Life No. 1 of Memphis
and Eternal Life No. 2 of Newport, Ark. In upper picture
Madam Price is third from left
and Bishop Turner third from
right. Other officers seen in•

elude Bishop Cannon, Rev.
Burns and Rev. C. Stewart. Following the Friday night program Madam Price entertzin•
ed all the guests at a turkey
dinner with all the trimmings
at her beautiful residence. 1325
Horace st. One of the highlights of the night was the ap-

pearance of Madam Price's
famed singers, the Jordan
Wonders, Representatises from
churches came from throughout the mid-south and as far
away as Oakland, Calif. Bishop Turner gave his annual address on Sunday. (Newson
Photos.)

(midst Mr. Anderson Wiley and(
Percy
y A nrirSawyer.eson.
Laconia, Tenn.,' .
was the fattier of Mrs. Gladys WiIcy Williams, a teacher at Palmer
By CLAUDIA MARIE IVY
member of the Morning Star BapTurner school. Funeral was conHi There! It's been awfully , fist church, for which she directs
ducted at Morrow Grove church,
S p
e Juniorc car. ev. .
Sunday, Oct. 21, Lofties Funeral 0 •
a y
home in charge. Eulogy by the cause I missed letting you hear is pastor.
Her attendants are Miss Virginpastor in charge and by request from me and I do hope you missRev. Frank Jones, Mr. Wiley leav- ed me. So if you'll stop for a min- ia Owens, and Miss Natalie Craft
es the following relatives; a wife, ute or two, I have some news that of the Junior class. They are also
Mrs. Fannie Lewis Wiley, Lacon- I'm sure will be of interest to! very active in school affairs.
Miss Bolden's competitors were:
ia, Tenn.; five daughters, Mrs. you.
Felicia Blakey, Pauline Miller and
Gladys Wiley Williams, Ripley, QUEENS, "
And I do mean Queens because Gloria DeMire.
Tenn.; Mrs. Annie B. Morris, of
•
at Douglass this has been a week
The very charming Football
d• ,
•
Morning Star Baptist church,
of
joy for two of the loveliest Queen is Miss Patricia Walker, a
britton.
Oklahoma City, Okla.;
Rev. J. R s Halliburton, pastor. conMiss Essie B. Wiley, Laconia, young ladies in our student body. member et the 12-2 class also, and
tinues to make progress by preEXCHANGED
Tenn.; Mrs, Lucile Reynolds, La- These two young ladies were cho- the daughter of Mrs. Rosylyn A.
SEROWE, Bechuanaland — Dur- ! London that I should come and senting to
the public the annual
conia, Tenn.: Bora Wile), Nash- sen "Miss Douglass" and "Foot- Walker, of 3092 Chelsea ave. Miss
ing the first tribal gathering held j tell you myself."
ALL
MAKES IN STOCK
program sponsored by the LauderWalker is quite active in all school
ville, Collis Wiley, OklahomaCity; ball Queen."
here since Seretse Khama's official
dale Co-federation Usher Board tinIC
000
mode,
tecterv
•
No
Peones
Doer,
Miss Mary E. Bolden. a mem- affairs. She is state president of
abdication as chief of the BamangNolen Wiley, Laconia; Ray Field
....latrine/4r or MOTO. Of
• 1 Dot ServIct
Morc,•.
der the leadership of Mrs. Einora
her
of
the
12-2
121
Class
hay•
and the very the N. H. A. (New Homemakers • F,..st To.
gma ,Pst
wato tribe, the natives received
Wiley, Whiteville, Tenn., and LouO•crhoul.
Hill.
•••st
an explanation of his act.
s J. Wilye, Somersville, Tenn.; charming daughter of Mr. and of America,) treasurer of the D
Rev. L. W. Seward, Jackson, two
brothers, Joel Wiley, Mem- Mrs. Fred Bolden, of 11.119 Sunset,. 0. D., Teen-age representative of
This was Seretse's first sisit to
Tenn., former pastor of Holly
OPEN
the Inter Club YWCA. secretary
phis; and Dr. H. L. Wiley, Okla- is "Miss Douglass."
his homeland since he was exiled
Grove Baptist church, deliveredj
Miss Eden is quite active in of Douglass Chapter of N. H. A.,
DA k'
homa City. A host of other relasix 3ears ago and it was the first
a powerful sermon which caused
the affairs of Douglass High Representative to the student coun7 to 7
time he had an opportunity to talk
tives and friends.
10 1... Votes
the spirit to touch the hearts of
face to face with his tribesmen.
Mr. Percy Sawyer was the hus- school, is assistant secretary of cu.
many who were present. Total
I
her
h I
homeroom
class,
the
The former chief told the thou- DETROIT — Fulfilling
She is a member of the Second
entire
band of Mrs. Hannah Sawyer,
sands of natives who gathered promise to appear again at Bak amount of money raised 5111.11, Halls. Tenn.- father of Mrs 1mel-' senior class, reporter for the Congregational church on Walker
as
reported by Prof. S. E. Moore. dia Sawyer
to greet him that he gave up his er's Keyboard Lounge Eddie BonWalker, a teacher at Daughters of Douglass, and pro- ave.. of which the Rev. John C.
The Dyersburg District CME Johnson
title because the British objected nemere. notcd Jazz Pianist, and
Consolidated school, Rip- I gram chairman of the student Mickle is pastor.
EXCHANGE
to his marrying a white woman. his Trio. viill be on through No- Conference was held in Memphis ley, Tenn., Mrs. Hortense
; body. In religious life she is a
Miss Bolden was chosen by the
Whilelast week at Rock of Ages. This law.
"Most of you were troubled and vember 3.
student body' and Miss Walker was
Peoria, Ill., former teacher at ;
1099 Union Ave
did not understand." he stated. Last heard there in May, his church was built during the time Palmer Turner
the members of the
school, Henning. Lauderdale High school and a , chosen by
•
"There was talk that you would popularity, both at the Lounge and our
r on
Rev. B
w R
B. F
F. H
Harris
i was , Tenn.; Searcy Sawyer, Gam
an popular student in Agriculture and football squasf.
like to hear the fact from me. on TN'. called for the return en- pastor there.
Sawyer, Cincinnatti. Ohio, Thom- N. F. A. activities received sec-,
Because of that it was agreed in gagement.
The following persons from Rip- as Sawyer
Halls, Tenn., -Mrs. Ve- ond place prize of $15 from Na• j
ley attended the Conference regu- ga Nelson,
Memphis, Tenn., Mrs. ' tional NFA Convention, Atlanta,j
lady; Mrs. Marlene Whitelaw, Era .Jordan.
Italia, Tenn., Mrs. Ga. This prize was won at
4 Mrs. Deetta Brown, Rev. B. T.'
laNellie Ross, Halls, Tenn., Mrs. Tenn. State NFA Convention at
Harris, and Prof. S. E. Moore. Katherine Dunigan,
Nashville, Tenn., prior to the the
flaIls, l'enn.
Na- :
!STER
Dr. L. S. Wnite, of New York
Mr. Sawyer also leaves two tional convention in Electrical
City, was the conference pastor. brothers, Foster
Sawyer, jr., Cin- Farm contest. He was tutored by
His text the first day, "Power to cinnatti, Roosevelt
Sawyer, Cin- G. W. Williams, yoc. agr. teachBecome:" second day, "Power to cinnatti, a sisier, Mrs.
Mable Car- er. George is now enrolled as a ,
Overcome.•'
son, Cincinnalti, a host of other student at A & I State university,
Prof. S. E. Moore was vice presi- relatives and friends.
I Nashville, Tenn.
dent of Lay Activities at DyersFuneral was conducted at Hall. I Mrs. Mattie Alanney,
A- •
burg District and member of the by the pastor,
Rev. E. R. Cole- Ky.. formerly of Ripley, Term., reBishop Cabinet.
ALL MAKES -- MODELS
man, Hudson Funeral home in cently visited her (laughter and!
Sunday. Oct. le Chapel Hill Bap- charge.
son.in-law, Mrs. Earlene Ilalli- 1
tist church Sunday school was con- Mr. Gearge Lee a member of htirton. niece and nephew. other
ducted at it's usual hour with the 1956 graduating cals. 01 the relatives and friends.
Supt. James H. Wells in charge.
"I he rr -,rning worship was enjoyable both spiritually and financially as this day being set aside as
rally day. The Rev. L. T. Shepherd delivered the message from
the following words: "When Moses
saw it he wondered." Acts 7:34.
Rev. Shepherd preached a powOPEN EVENINGS TIL 9 P.M.
erful sermon. Visiang with Chapel
Hill were Rev. Johnson and Cecil
Ship, of Denmark. Tenn.
Phone FA 7-0243
Clarence Smith, Paducah. K
l'ercy Dunrce. of East St. Lou,
Ill., who is visiting his relates
Baptist Training Union was op(
ed at 6:10 I. me with Mrs. Louie
Barnett directress in charge. Mrs
Sarah Turner introduced a panel discussion. "The Place of Young
Tell Us What You Can Pay
People in the Home. Community,
School and Church.- which was
Alwa ,s 100 Clean Cars On Lot
discussed by James Wells, jr..
Mrs. M. Shaw. Miss Bessie M.
Wells. Miss Rosa V. Turner. Waller Miller. jr.. Miss Minnie Mantis
and Walter Taylor.
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
The sermon for the night seryams was preached by Rey. JohnALSO
son, pastor of atorning Star Baptist church. Humbolt. Tenn.
'46 Thru '52 MODELS
Total amount of money raised
during the rally was $382.
The Rev. W. H. Brewste. Ma.
Potts
daine Queen E. Anderson and
'he Reed Singers appeared at the
Chanel Hill Baptist ehoreh recent 0
!y in a great program. PromoDELICIOUS! HAMBURGER
Mm-M-M
lion Day was also held at the
HOME FOR HOMELESS — A childless couple, Vault
or any other dish—tastes its best when properly
emirch ore 7 with 14 pupils hyand Mrs. Co-othy Thomas, whose home (shown) is two
cooked and seasoned with Sterling Salt. Sterling
ing promoted to various classes.
miles west of BULL, Mo., will give love and kindness
We Finance These Ourselves
rim church was beatiiifuils decorSalt's pure, snow-white "sparks of Poor" dissolve
to motherless or homeless boy or girl, ages TWO to
ated with autumn leaves and
quickly, completely, adding extra zest and sparkle.
branches. The decoration and pro•
FOUR. Their attractive country home is a wholesom
e
to the rich, natural flavors of food. Get Sterling Salt
aram e as under the supervisioe
environment for children, They will consider adoption.
of Mrs. Sarah Turner. James H.
your grocer's today. Plain, or Iodized for your
at
Will provide A-1 character references. WRITE:
sup., Rev. L. T. Shepherd
MRS.
family's
health protection. Guaranteed damp proof,
V. F. THOMAS, P. 0. Box 173, Wellesville, Mo.
2586 POPLAR
pastor. Miss Rosa V. Turner. redouble
your money back.
or
porter.
We
regret
death
has
Open
9 P.M.• FA 4-5557
visited
STERLING SALT— in the box with the premium offer on the
°
baCh
closely in the families id ea o
PRODUCT OF INTERNATIONAL SALT CO ING
our teachers and took from our
ASAisAiseHRIEIREIREIRRIREE11011111/1k

RIPLfY
LAUDERDALE

HIGH

County

Tribe Told Why NEWS
SeretseAbdicated,

MOTOR-TRANSMISSIONS

Bonnemere's
,Ork Back In
Detroit Cafe

BR.8-3482

$4450

UNITED MOTORS

SALT

GRADE

brings out the best in food!

CARS — TRUCKS

AS LOW AS $50 DOWN

KNIGHT MINOR COMPANY
2854 Park Avenue

NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT

'53 thru '56 MODELS

As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week

C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.

1

•

